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Haukur’s 33rd editorial
Greetings! Welcome to yet another issue of The
Reykjavík Grapevine! And welcome to winter! It’s
here, and it’s staying for a few months, so you better learn to love it real quick. This will make it a lot
easier on you.
Oh, you might imagine that any love affair
with Icelandic winter will be of the ‘Stockholm
Syndrome’ variety. You know, that thing where
a hostage falls in love with his or her captor as a
means of coping with the reality of being hopelessly trapped in captivity.
Patty Hearst is probably the most well known
victim of ‘Stockholm Syndrome’. There have been
a bunch of films about it, and also the lovable pop
group Yo La Tengo made a song about it (hear it
on their excellent 1997 LP, ‘I Can Hear The Heart
Beating As One’ – a must-own for any self-respecting music lover).
And then there’s always the Icelandic nation’s
relationship with its ‘Independence Party’.
You would probably be right in imagining
that any love affair with Icelandic winter verges
on ‘Stockholm Syndrome’ territory. Still, when it
comes to survival and retaining ones sanity, selfdeception can be a powerful – and useful – tool.
Fake can be just as good, you know.
So this is winter. I love it. I hope you can learn
to love it, too. Maybe we can share a cup of hot
chocolate at some point over the next months and
discuss our mutual love for winter. Who knows?

"Winter is a great time to take extended walks
with good friends!"

Hjálmar: Þitt auga
Download the FREE track at www.grapevine.is

Comic | Nicelanders

For a band that started out as an experiment, Icelandic
reggae legends Hjálmar have come a long way since their
humble 2004 beginnings. Their sunny mix of reggae and
Icelandic roots has gathered a strong and loyal fanbase and
has been captured perfectly in their new compilation album
'Keflavík Kingston'. The album features tracks that the band
has previously released as singles, but that have never appeared on any of their previous four LPs.
Our most excellent ‘TRACK OF THE ISSUE’, ‘Þitt auga’, was
originally released by Hjálmar affiliates Sigurður Guðmundsson & Memfismafían, and was a huge hit this summer. The
original was good, but having been given a seriously smooth
Hjálmar treatment the result is an infectious, groove that
both relaxes and refreshes. This is reggae with a distinctive
twist, and the trumpets and vocal harmonies add a touch of
Icelandic quirkiness to a genre that can often be difficult to
reinvent.
www.facebook.com/hjalmarband

Comic | Lóa Hjálmtýsdóttir
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MOST AWESOME LETTER

A nice Xmas decoration for your thoughts
We're not gonna lie to you: we really love us some beers. Some folks would call it a problem,
but beer never gave us any problems. In fact, over the years, it's solved most of 'em. A frosty
glass of cold, frothy, bubblicious, golden-tinted beer has consistently failed to let us down. In
the immortal words of the once-reputable Homer J. Simpson: "Mmm... Beer..."
But do you know what’s even more wonderful than beer? Yes, you’re right! Xmas ornaments
for your window, tree or anywhere else you might want to hang Xmas ornaments. The season
to be merry is fast approaching, so decorating your apartment, house or place of residence
seems in order. And what better to decorate with than this cool Christmas Cat ornament,
designed by one Áslaug Saja and graciously donated by the Kraum Design Shop (go check
them out at Aðalstræti 10 – it’s a really nice store}.
Our MOST AWESOME LETTER of the issue will be rewarded with this sweet ornament – if
you are the one that wrote it you should definitely drop us a line to collect. And if you want
one next month, write us some sort of letter. Give us your worst: letters@grapevine.is

Say your piece, voice
your opinion, send
your letters to:
letters@grapevine.is
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Letters

MOST AWESOME LETTER:
Good morning Grapevine,

Viking hotel
Viking restaurants
Viking live entertainment
Viking Souveniers

Let me start by congratulating you for the
great paper you have made. I came to Iceland
2 weeks ago and while i was waiting for my
father in law at Keflaviks airport i got a free
copy of your paper. It's the best paper i've read,
it has very interesting facts and i love that you
are free to say what you want and how you
want.
Many years ago my father was the Ambassador of Nicaragua for all Nordic countries
(including Iceland) .One day he asked me if
i wanted to accompaign him to your country
and i asked him: "Iceland? No thank you!"
Wow, that was a very stupid mistake.
Today i finished my studies in France
and got married the 28th of September 2010
in Reykjavik to the most incredible icelandic
girl. I cannot believe it! One day i laughed at
my father when he asked me to come here and
5 years after i fell inlove with an icelander and
her country. When i was a child Geysir was for
me the most extraordinary and majestic gift
nature could give us and a couple days ago i
was having icecream infront if it. Amazing!
You have by far the most incredible and beautiful country.
Let's get to the point. Loads of people told
me that icelanders knew how to party and
that nightlife was out of the ordinary. Even
my wife told me that people get wild in here.
So, the week end we arrived to Reykjavik, my
wife and her friends had a nice party for me.

They were all very cool to me and were already
telling me that i had to be careful once we get
Downtown because girls were the ones picking up people! I was curious. At 2am we finally made it downtown with her friends and
we waited for 10 minutes infront of B5. All
of her friends decided that it was time to go
home and so we left. I was a little dissapointed
because of the whole rumour i've heard of the
young people here and how they party.
The next week end none of her friends
wanted to go out so my father in law took my
wife and i to a very nice dinner downtown. I
have always been afraid of him cuz he's a very
big man! After dinner he proposed to go bar
hopping and so we did(i can't say no to him,
he's so big). Oh my God! We started at 9pm
and we went to at least 10 bars including the
over-rated B5. We drank many beers and had
the time of my life. My father in law is the
shit, i've never partied this much and i can tell
you i've been to Spain or Rusia. That night we
actually became friends talking about everything and nothing, we even partied with some
member of the icelandic parliament who used
to play for KR and have played in Anfield
against Arsenal!
Grapevine, i had the time of my life and
realised that i did not need any young guide
but him.
Now, i know its expensive to party here so i
would love to get those 12 beers and invite him
to party again. Its a way for me to thank him
for being such a nice person to me and also

for letting me be part of his 'circle of trust'
(Meet the Parents quote). He is still a big man
but i discovered that he also has a big heart. It
might be 12 beers for some people but for me
its the perfect way to spend one more night
together and tell him that i'm honored to be
his son in law and that i will take care of his
daughter. Plus if i get the beer this letter will
be on the next issue so he will read what i
think of him and it will just make our relationship more fun.
Thank you for your time and i encourage
you to keep the tremendously good work.

Hi

Dear Stallion,

I think there is a place in Reykjavik which is
exclusively for people
over 40!!! I cant find it. If you know the place,
please let me know.

Your letter is weird for all sorts of reasons. But
one thing that’s not weird about it is your love
for Catharine Fulton. That girl came to us an
intern, and left as a full-fledged journalist.
And now she’s busy trotting all over the globe
training people to be ‘media managers’ and
stuff. You gotta love her. We give you that. But
the rest is weird. Ew.

poems, quotes or even just in my day to day
book.
i would be more than willing to start at
the very bottom and work my way up to writing for your paper and believe that i would be
quite good at it as i do have a good use of words
and a rather, dare i say witty sense of humour.
if nothing else could you can at least email
me back either saying "please stop wasting my
time" or "OK, i do have a job i think you could
do."
either one of these things would be OK to
hear Hahaha. thank you so much for taking
the time to read this somewhat over worded
"can i have a job" letter of mine. And I hope to
hear from you soon.
Jonny

Sincerely
Einar
Dear Einar,
unfortunately, we haven’t heard of such a
place, although we are sure it must exist.
There’s probably no place that has a 40-year
age limit, but if you bar hop a bit you’ll probably find someplace where there’s only folks
over the age of forty. Let us know if you do –
this is most certainly valuable information!

Dear Catharine Fulton,
I read your letter to Victor Blaer about a month
late.

For booking and further information:
Tel.: (+354) 565-1213
vikings@vikingvillage.is - www.vikingvillage.is
Strandgata 55 Hafnarfjordur

I have a huge boner for you.
Will you be my mother?
sincerely,
a stallion of the pacific southwest
p.s lead me to the revolution
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hello there, my name is Jonathan or, as my
friends call me, Jonny. i am now 27 and moved
to Iceland around 3 years ago to live with my
fiancee and have been working as a fire sealer.
this means that i would go to a building
which is in the process of been built and close
off any holes going through fire walls using
hard wool, soft wool, paints and acrylic. All
very boring too explain but it has kept myself
busy and also helped bring money in.
As i´m sure you know there is now not so
much building going on in Reykjavik and so
there for i am now out of job, not good at all!.
Anyway, i know that this is a very long
shot but i read the grapevine all the time and
i was wondering what are my chances of job
with you? a bit bold of me i know but as i have
been brought up to believe, "if you don´t ask
you don´t get."
As you may have already guessed i am
from England and so my English is, if dare
say so myself, rather good.
i do not have any reporter nor writing experience to speak off but in my spare time i
do write quite allot whether its song writing,

The only nicaraguan guy in Iceland.
Dear Nicaraguan guy,
thank you for your compliments, of course,
but moreso for your letter. It was a most heartwarming read. It’s cool that you and your
father-in-law are doing such a great job connecting, and it’s nice that you want to invite
him for beers.
We are very sorry that our beer-sponsorship
ended just when you won MOST AWESOME
LETTER. We know it sorta sucks since you
were all geared up for the beer and whatnot.
And beer is pretty great. But maybe you can
hock that Xmas ornament and buy some beers
for it? Or you could try and impress your mother-in-law (a worthy task if there ever was one)
by giving it to her. Who knows!

Dear Jonny,
thank you for your letter. And good job on the
proactiveness!
We are sorry that you’re having problems finding a job. That sucks (but a man with your
spirit of outreach will certainly find something soon!). We, however, aren't really hiring
any full time staff (we barely have any full time
staff, really), but we happily accept freelance
contributions! If you feel like it, you can download our fancy ‘submission guidelines’ from
our website, if you’re interested in submitting
pitches for articles.

we‘ll
taKe you
there!
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This Magma Energy/HS Orka issue is hella tricky to think about. Some folks claim that by
actively opposing this particular dealing, you are at the same time opposing all foreign investment in Iceland, and that this is xenophobic. What do you think? letters@grapevine.is
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News | This month in Magma

Team Björk Tries To Freeze Magma Energy
The epic saga continues...
Words
Anna Anderson
Photo
Hvalreki

right of eminent domain. In non-legalese, this means the government can justifiably take Magma Energy’s purchase
from them if it is in the interest of the
nation.
Finding: Geothermal energy is
not exactly renewable
It’s true. Iceland is not selling any of
its geothermal energy. It is leasing the
rights to harness it for the next sixty-five
years, with the option of an additional
sixty-five years. However, panellist
and geologist Stefán Arnórsson points
out that this is one and the same if the
geothermal energy source is used inefficiently.
In this case, Stefán explains the
geothermal energy in question is essentially not renewable because it is being
used up faster than it is being renewed.
He says the size of the energy resource
available has been estimated at 3.600 –
4.200 MW and if, for example, this is
converted to electric power, the resource
will be depleted in 50 years. Although
nobody knows for certain how long it
will take to renew, Stefán thinks it could
be thousands of years. If this is the case,
the deal is akin to borrowing Iceland’s
geothermal energy indefinitely.

It has the makings of an unfinished
Agatha Christie novel. After getting
a foot in the door last year, Canadian
company Magma Energy moves in
to acquire 98.5% of HS Orka, the
third largest energy company in Iceland. To skirt laws restricting nonEEA investments in Iceland’s energy
resources, Magma Energy creates
a subsidiary in Sweden, but their
“offices” really only have space
for some letters and perhaps a few
small packages. Nonetheless, an
eager and cash-strapped HS Orka
accepts the deal and Magma Energy
is granted the rights to geothermal
energy in the Reykjanes peninsula
for the next sixty-five years (with a
renewal option).

Due to concerns about the PO Box stunt,
not to mention Iceland’s poor track record in privatisation, Prime Minister
Jóhanna Sigurðardóttir charges a special committee with the task of looking
into the legality of the sale and the privatisation of geothermal energy in general. The special committee concludes
that the HS Orka sale to Magma Energy
Sweden AB is legal in three of four interpretations of the law. So the sale goes
through and the case is closed. But, not
so fast.
Enter a younger and hipper
Miss Marple (Björk)
Perhaps the case was closed for most of
Iceland’s government officials and the
watchful mainstream media, but it certainly was not for musician Björk Guðmundsdóttir. She cannot believe the nation’s representatives want to allow this
sale of the country’s third largest energy
company while 80% of Icelanders are
against Iceland’s energy resources being
privatized.
With no legal background or detective training, Björk has an uncanny
ability to find signs of wrongdoing.
She teams up with architect Jón Þórisson and writer Oddný Eir Ævarsdóttir,
who together work on getting the gov-

ernment to stop this deal, which they
believe will have harmful effects on the
nation.
Finding: The Magma Report is
misunderstood
After the special committee on Magma
Energy releases its findings, Björk invites committee members and experts
to sit on a panel at a public seminar. It
turns out the committee’s report has
been misrepresented in the media.
“The committee said the laws regarding the sale of access to Iceland’s energy
resources both say that it was forbidden
to sell it to Canadians through Sweden
and that it was allowed. So they recommended the case go to court,” Björk
explains. “The media unfortunately
delivered a lopsided interpretation with
front-page headlines saying the sale to
Magma is OK, suggesting this was the
end of the case.”
Committee member and lawyer
Aagot Óskarsdóttir says in another (not
adequately portrayed) part of the report,
that the committee also detailed several
actions the government could take to
nullify the sale and stop Magma Energy
from owning 98.5% of HS Orka.
As detailed in the report, Aagot says
the most feasible action is to exercise the

Enter a female Hercule Poirot
(Eva Joly)
A few weeks after the seminar, experienced prosecutor and special adviser
to Iceland’s prosecutor, Eva Joly, joins
team Björk, Jón and Oddný to speak
out against the sale. At a joint press
conference, Eva says if she were a state
prosecutor in Iceland, she would start
a criminal investigation into this deal.
“For a country in need of foreign currency, it should ensure a better deal and
work with someone financially capable.
I think this should be looked into.”
She also draws parallels to the deals
made when Iceland’s infamous banks
were privatized, where the buyer finances the seller. “It’s a kind of bullet loan,”
she explains. “And I can tell you I have
seen a lot of these bullet loans. It’s the
way Glitnir [post-crash Íslandsbanki]
did business.”
Finding: Iceland is selling its
energy for pennies and bonds
Eva suggests that Iceland is giving away
its resources for nothing and to a man
who has not proven anything. She points
out that Magma Energy had losses in
2008, and that its experience is limited to harnessing a small amount of
geothermal energy in Nevada, which is
nothing compared to the current operation in Iceland.
Furthermore, she says they are not
very well capitalised. “They are not even
able to pay for the acquisition,” she says.
“If the figures I read are right, they
bought the whole Magma participation
for 11.5 billion Icelandic krónur, but only
3.6 was paid in cash. And it was not paid
in US dollars. It was paid in Icelandic
krónur. And, 8.4 billion is to be paid in
bonds – bonds from a company that has
no existence yet.”
Finding: Ross Beaty’s facts
don’t add up
At the press conference, Jón Þórisson
draws attention to some numbers that
don’t add up. Jón points out that Magma
says they have access to some 400 MW

in Iceland, which is nowhere near the
correct figure. [Magma website: “Expansions are planned that will increase HS
Orka's geothermal power production to
405 MW by 2016”]. “With lenience, they
could go for another 100 MW and that’s
it.” Jón speculates that either Ross has
no idea what he is talking about or he is
deceiving his investors.
Checking up on these numbers, we
requested copies of their current licenses from the Ministry of Industry, Energy and Tourism, which confirm that
Magma Energy does not have access to
anywhere near 405 MW. Thus, it’s likely
that the planned geothermal power production they speak of includes areas that
they do not have the rights to, unless
they make those purchase agreements
and acquire new licenses.
Finding: The government is
non-responsive
Jón says the government has been
largely non-responsive to their requests
for information on the HS Orka sale to
Magma Energy. In particular, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Ministry of Finance have not replied to their
letters, surpassing their legally allotted
time to do so. Now he plans to send an
appeal to the Information Committee,
which will look into the matter.
Although he says he’s not against
Canada or Ross Beaty or foreign direct
investment, Jón wonders why Magma
Energy got the bid, and why the public
company Orkuveita Reykjavíkur sold its
shares in HS Orka to Magma Energy at
what looks like a 9 billion krónur loss.
He also wonders whether the deal is not
part of the IMF’s master plan for Iceland to move all its non-tradable assets
to tradable form, adding that it's no joke
that the head of the IMF in Iceland is
called, ‘The Governor’.
He likens foreign direct investment to the Icelandic saying, “að pissa í
skóinn,” (to piss in one’s shoes). It works
in the moment (makes you warm), but
it’s not any good in the long-term (you
quickly become cold). Then he shows
us an IMF working paper, “Tax Concessions and Foreign Direct Investment
in the Eastern Caribbean Currency
Union,” which essentially says the same
thing. However, if foreign direct investment is the government’s policy, then he
would just like them to come out and say
it.
Case closed?
While waiting for the special committee’s next report, Björk urges people to
sign her petition at orkuaudlindir.is,
which calls for a national referendum
on whether Iceland's Iceland’s energy
sources should be private or public
property. Björk says: “We need 35.000
people to sign it," adding that she heard
rumours about a karaoke marathon until that number has been reached. “Volunteers are needed,” her e-mail ends.
So is the case closed? Not in Björk’s
books.
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Seems no matter who is in government, Iceland's handling of asylum seekers
will always be sorta shameful. This is depressing.
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Opinion | Snorri Páll Jónsson Úlfhildarson

Stranded

The Nationalistic Ground For
Neo-Nazism

Why Iceland's Asylum Seekers Need a Clear Policy

In some ways, the case of Medhi
Kavyanpor is typical of many asylum seekers in Iceland. He fled Iran
in 2005, leaving behind a wife and
child, paying a smuggler an exorbitant sum to get him safe passage
to Canada, only to be ultimately
stopped in his tracks in Iceland.
Once here, he waited through
countless appeals to the institutions that deal with asylum seekers for any decision on the matter
to be reached. What makes Medhi's case exceptional is just how
long he has been made to wait: it
was not until mid-October that a
decision was reached on his case,
making his the longest wait of any
asylum seeker to Iceland.
Medhi will not be sent back to Iran,
but this is only after years of appeals,
a hunger strike, and vows to sooner
commit suicide than be deported. This
is despite the fact that Article 19 of
Dublin Regulation II—Europe's controversial and much criticised agreement
on the treatment of asylum seekers, of
which Iceland is a signatory—specifically requires that either deportation
occur “at the latest within six months”
or that the application process for asylum be completed within “a maximum
of one year”.
No real policy, no standards
Kolfinna Baldvinsdóttir, an advocate
of the rights of refugees who spoke
with the Grapevine on this issue, has
worked very closely with Medhi's case
and fought for his stay in Iceland. She
pointed out to us that there is a lack of
any clear policy with regards to how
Icelandic authorities are supposed to
handle asylum seekers. “There's no

red thread connecting one case and
the next,” she says. “No standard for
how someone is chosen to stay or told
they're going to be deported. I can't
tell someone who arrives here what
their chances are, unless they're cute,
white and Christian.”
The lack of any established policy
on asylum seekers has led to some
troubling discrepancies, in particular
the one Kolfinna raises. According
to the latest statistics from the Red
Cross, most asylum seekers in Iceland
come from Muslim countries such as
Iran, Iraq, Afghanistan, and Pakistan.
However, between 2006 and 2009,
57.1% of asylum seekers who were
granted refugee status were self-identified Christians—only 20% were Muslim.
“How is it that the one Christian
asylum seeker I met got their application approved within 7 months, while
at the same time my guys have been
waiting two or three years for an answer and still haven't gotten one?”
Kolfinna asks.
Related to a lack of an official asylum seeker policy is that Icelandic authorities seem to lack a sense of cultural context. She relates the story of
an Indian refugee who ran into a land
dispute in his home country, and was
threatened with his life. Immigration
officers asked him why he didn't just
call the police, or get in touch with
an attorney. “They always approach
things from an Icelandic point of view,”
Kolfinna says. “Never taking into account what the situation in these other
countries might be.”
A frustrating limbo
While waiting for an answer that seems
to be made arbitrarily, asylum seekers

in Iceland aren't exactly living the high
life. Icelandair is heavily fined if they
allow refugees to fly out of Keflavík,
so customs officials there are specially
trained to identify false passports and
look for red-flag behaviour. As almost
all asylum seekers arriving in Iceland
do so through Keflavík airport, many
of them end up at Keflavík's Fit Hostel. There, they get “a room, 2.500 ISK
per week, a library and pool card, and
weekly food rations.” However, the location is isolated, and there is only one
shared computer for accessing the internet. They receive weekly visits from
Red Cross volunteers, but “the refugees get tired of answering the same
questions over and over, telling their
stories again and again.” Furthermore,
Kolfinna says Fit Hostel also rents out
to tourists, and “asylum seekers are
told not to tell anyone that they're
asylum seekers.” She speculates that
this is because if tourists learn they're
staying with refugees, they might bring
media attention to their situation.
To be sure, the Dublin Regulation to
which Iceland is bound is flawed. The
European Council on Refugees and
Exiles has harshly criticised the treaty,
saying that it “increases pressures on
the external border regions of the EU,
where states are often least able to
offer asylum seekers support and protection” and “impedes integration of
refugees by delaying the examination
of asylum claims, by creating incentives for refugees to avoid the asylum
system and live 'underground,' and by
uprooting refugees.”
But overall, it's the not knowing
that takes the greatest toll—having
no past precedent upon which to pull
together even the vaguest notion of
what an answer from the authorities
might be, living a frustrating and isolated limbo that more often than not
leads to depression, desperation, and
anger. “What sort of future does the
state envision for its refugee policy?”
Kolfinna asks. “Do they want to see
refugees wandering around downtown
with nothing to do? Do they want to
continue this policy of neglect, letting
anger grow among these disaffected
people, possibly with disastrous consequences for us all?”

Paul Nikolov
Sigtryggur Ari Jóhannsson

When today’s upswing of
fascism and neo-Nazism is
discussed, referring to Nazi
Germany is a certain taboo
and a sidetracking cliché. It is taboo because in the eyes of so many it is never
legitimate to compare anything with the
Third Reich and the Holocaust. A pitiful offspring of that mindset is the antiDeutsche arm of Germany’s radical leftist and anarchist movement, which in a
fit of collective bad conscience supports
the bloody Israeli state. It is a sidetracking cliché because by always looking back
at these particular worst-of-all horror
events, one can unconsciously ignore or
deny the seriousness of what’s happening today.
A couple of neo-Nazis showed up in
a recent mass-protest against the government and parliament, waving their
swastika and sun cross flags. Since then,
surprisingly little discussion about the
matter has taken place, and that has been
sidetracked by people belittling the actual threat of fascism as completely lacking
context.
This seems to be based on Iceland’s
isolation. Believe it or not, in these times
of globalisation and international relations there seems to be a silent agreement about knowing as little as possible
about what is happening in the rest of
the world. This agreement crystallises in
mainstream media coverage, where the
appearance of actual world news analysis is an exception from an extremely
narrow frame of news content. Even an
entire newspaper is now being published
shamelessly without any international
context.
One does not have to go far away to
witness how serious today’s upswing of
fascism is. It manifests itself in two ways.
Firstly, in what most people would call
extreme cases. In Greece, neo-Nazis and
police have for years worked side by side
against immigrants and refugees. Seeing a group of Nazis stepping out of police vans, gathering for anti-immigration
demos, is not uncommon. In a recent
conflict about the cutting of the Khimkiforest close to Moscow, Russia, a neo-Nazi group was hired to guard the construction area and fight with its opponents.
In second place it is seen in democracy. The Tea Party in the US is a quite
non-radical group of super-nationalistic
Republicans, but under the surface it is
a breeding-ground for NS88 and other
Nazi groups, e.g. known for establishing
their own “border patrol” by the Mexican Border. In Europe, racist political
parties are receiving ever-increased support. Geert Wilders’ Party for Freedom
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“Believe it or not, in these
times of globalisation and
international relations
there seems to be a silent
agreement about knowing as
little as possible about what
is happening in the rest of
the world. This agreement
crystallises in mainstream
media coverage, where the
appearance of actual world
news analysis is an exception
from an extremely narrow
frame of news content.”
in Holland, the Sweden Democrats with
their neo-Nazi past and support, and
Pea Kjærsgaard’s Danish People’s Party
are few examples. Let us also remember
Angela Merkel’s recent announcement
about the death of multi-cultural societies.
After examining such random examples, it would be purely naive to claim
that the threat of extreme nationalism
is not to be found in Iceland. Very few
people dress up in brown shirts with
iron crosses but relatively many “normal
Icelanders” share the neo-Nazi’s nationalism and xenophobia. This is best seen
in the discourse about EU—and by the
way, I am not pro-EU—where a big part
of the opposition is built on xenophobic,
nation-pride exclamations. There is a
deep-rooted nationalism in the whole
party-political spectrum and though the
racist Liberal party vanished into thin air,
its members did not. They joined the Independence Party or Blood and Honour,
depending on emphasis.
The problem is ignorance. The ones
who condemn neo-Nazis but at the same
time wave Icelandic flags on all occasions, feel unity when hearing the national anthem, participate in campaigns
like InDefence’s “Icelanders do not look
like terrorists!”, talk about Viking-blood
and old Icelandic values, and see nothing
wrong with Iceland’s refugee policy don’t
seem to realise that they themselves are
the ground for neo-Nazi existence. Extremes can only come about, sustain and
expand if they have a solid base to grow
on.
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Would you trust yourself to write a nation's constitution? If so, we admire your
gall. Hats off to y'all!
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News | Constitutional Review

Why A New
Constitution?

?

Stay-At-Home-Dad To Perform
Surgery on Iceland’s Constitution?
If he gets enough votes, he will...
Farmers, students, salesmen, chefs,
stay-at-home-Dads, film directors, engineers, preschool teachers, architects,
lawyers, painters, mechanics, security
guards, museum directors, businessmen, veterinarians, psychiatrists, hotel
managers, retirees, doctors, journalists, driving school instructors, the
unemployed and priests – they’re all
running to be part of a Constitutional
Assembly, which will convene this February to review Iceland’s constitution
for the first time in history.
Although a constitutional review
of this sort has always been option, the
banking crisis and dissatisfaction in
the nation provided the necessary momentum to roll this into action. “After
the financial meltdown, there was a
strong demand from society for greater
participation from the people and the
current government is meeting those
demands,” Ministy of Finance press officer Rósa Björk Brynjólfsdóttir tell us.
Lo and behold, 523 people collected
the necessary 30-50 unique sponsor
signatures required to make it onto the
ballot. So, on November 27, Icelanders
will head to the polls to cast their votes
from this enormous list of candidates.
But how will they ever make heads or
tails of their choices? Will they read up
on all 523 candidates? Will they know

what kind of agenda the candidates
have? Will they go through the list and
spot familiar names? Will they simply
not show up to vote?
Needless to say, it won’t be an easy
task! For the first time ever, people
are permitted to bring their notes and
whatnot into the voting booth. And it’s
a good thing because to further complicate things for the voter, but to make
things easier for the counter, they are
supposed to cast their votes by four
digit candidate ID numbers: 4217, 7154,
9915, 8287, 4624, 3205, and 2578 (randomly selected). Then, the Weighted
Inclusive Gregory Method will be used
to count them. We won’t even go there.
Nonetheless, Rósa says this is a major step toward greater direct democracy. Nobody really knows how it will turn
out. “It’s a highly interesting experiment in democracy being followed by
political scientists around the world.”

“On November 27,
Icelanders will head to
the polls to cast their votes
from this enormous list of
candidates. But how will
they ever make heads or
tails of their choices? Will
they read up on all 523
candidates?”

Meet Some Candidates
We didn’t have time to speak to all
523 of the candidates, but we randomly polled a few of them:
Eiríkur Hans Sigurðsson, Driving school instructor
He wants to ensure Iceland’s natural resources are in the hands of the people,
and he wants to have more clearly defined boundaries between the executive,
legislative and judicial branches.

Katrín Fjeldsted, Doctor
She believes it is important to go in with
an open mind, says she is interested in
boosting Iceland’s democracy with safeguards for greater participation and consensus from society.

Ægir Geirdal Gíslason, 64-yearold unemployed security guard
He says it is important for the unemployed to have a voice. He would like to
change the Constitution so that Alþingi
stops commissioning all of these expensive committee’s to investigate things
for them. Instead, he would like them
to take on more responsibility and rely
instead on advisers.

Anna Andersen
519 candidates, 4 are missing

Opinion | Paul Nikolov

Leave Those Kids Alone
In the latest round of bickering going on between
church and state, the Human Rights Committee of
Reykjavík city council recently drew
up a proposal that would forbid church
officials from visiting play schools or
grade schools for the purpose of missionary work. As the schools are under
the jurisdiction of the municipalities,
and Iceland has a distinct lack of religious nutjobs, you'd think that this
would be pretty cut and dry.
Almost immediately, though, conservatives were all over this, blogging
furiously, tossing out all sorts of slippery slope fallacies, to the point where
city council actually had to reassure the
public that they were not going to ban
Christmas in schools; they just wanted
to prevent proselytising. This didn't
stop the Bishop of Iceland himself from
accusing city officials of "prejudice and
opposition to faith, especially Christianity." And so the Human Rights Committee has withdrawn the proposal for
some language re-workings.
Now, I've come to expect that the
church will continue to act defensively
in justifying its place in the public sector. What I find puzzling is how the
Ministry of Culture and Education has
handled the situation.

Perhaps in an effort to mollify
church officials, the ministry has put
forth the legal opinion that parents
may request that their children not
be taught Christianity, and that if the
school is planning to take children to
church, or if priests are coming to teach
Christianity, that parents must be informed ahead of time with ample notice
so that parents can ask their children be
excluded.
What is striking about this opinion
is that it establishes a default setting of
church in school, which I guess isn't
surprising, considering the source: the
national law on education allows for
Christianity to be taught in schools.
Just remembering the parliamentary
Education Committee meetings on
this clause alone is enough to give me
a headache. The logic behind it—that
Christianity teaches important values
such as compassion and forgiveness—
reminds me of the old American excuse
that defence spending is so important
because of all the technology in nonmilitary applications it brings. It both
cases, why do we need the middle man?
Do we not already teach compassion and forgiveness in schools? Does
Christianity have a monopoly on those
values? This might be a crazy idea, but
maybe the default setting for school

should be education. If parents want
their kids to learn about Jesus, they can
still take them to church.
I have a playschool-aged daughter.
If I wanted to live in a country where
I actually had to deal with the whole

“war on Christmas” crap, I could move
to Kansas. We should be beyond this
point.

Iceland’s Constitution is a
legacy of our prior status as a
Danish colony and basically a
direct translation of Denmark’s
constitution.
The concerns of a 19th century colonial
power seeking to limit—but not abolish—
the previously unlimited powers of its
monarch resulted in a parliamentary system in which most of the legislative and executive powers are held in the hands of the
heads of political parties, ergo, career politicians and party operatives. The parties
are anti-democratic. They cut deals to split
the funds they are supposed to be spending on our behalf among their friends and
family, and fill government bureaucracies
with incompetent, inexperienced political
hacks.
Iceland needs a strong chief executive,
along the lines of the American or French
president, chosen directly by The People.
A strong executive, elected by the entire nation, would be able to rise above party politics, and guide the nation according to its
best long-term interests. A powerful chief
executive would also go a long way towards
rehabilitating Iceland’s image abroad—
and at home; we learned in the Black Report that we don’t have a single political
leader who is responsible for anything. A
single chief executive would be held liable
for all failures. As Harry Truman famously
said: “The buck stops here.”
We must abolish all ties between the
state and the Icelandic Lutheran Church.
The current state-sponsored church is
anti-democratic. It has grown fat, lazy, and
corrupt from the lack of competition. It has
failed miserably in its important duty to instil moral responsibility into the nation’s—
and its own—leaders.
It is also essential that the constitution define the limits of artificial limited
liability business entities. The proliferation
of such entities in recent years, as well as
the complexity of their interrelationships,
has resulted in situations in which it has
become nearly impossible to trace funds
or to hold criminals liable for their blatant
larceny. Thieves shift money from one
company to another with no limitations,
and laugh all the way to Tortola. Further,
it must be clear that the constitution’s human rights provisions apply to humans
only, not corporations, as has happened
in the US, where corporations now enjoy
freedom of speech rights (what’s next, a
corporation with the right to bear arms?)!
Iceland’s bankruptcy laws do not permit honest individuals who, as result of
illness or forces beyond their control, have
lost their jobs, their savings, and in whose
houses they have no equity despite years of
payments, to escape the yoke of personal
debt. Although limited liability entities are
free to (often fraudulently) discharge their
debts and start over, ordinary people have
no shot at a fresh start. The constitution
must make clear that individuals who have
not acted dishonestly have the opportunity
to start over without enduring a lifelong
stigma.
The constitution must explicitly define
property rights and state that our national
resources are owned by the State, by The
People. It must clarify the conditions under which government resources may be
used by individuals. The concentration of
wealth in the hands of a few individuals
has been the result of the government’s
wasting our wealth, giving away fishing
licenses and banks in recent years.
Our current constitution purports to
guarantee the freedom of expression, but
in fact you may be thrown in jail for offending your neighbour. It must be made
absolutely clear that no such laws will be
tolerated in our society.
Given Iceland’s size, the high level of
education among its citizens, and the ubiquity of electronic media, there is no reason
why specific matters should not be submitted to the voters directly. Although technical details should remain in the hands of
those who can devote themselves to such
matters, issues that are basic—such as the
sale or privatisation of public resources,
the means of funding the government,
and the acceptance of treaties—should be
decided by referendum.
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Egill Helgason is a man of many talents, in case you were wondering.
Besides running a political talk show on Icelandic State TV, he also runs a
literary programme there. And he blogs a lot for website Eyjan.is. Busy man!
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News | Iceland in the International Eye: October

Everything Well Under Control?

Adieu, Eva Joly
Words
Egill Helgason
Illustration
Lóa Hjálmtýsdóttir

Eva Joly shocked some of her
admirers in Iceland when she
said a few weeks ago that
Iceland should join the European Union. For many of Joly's fans
this was not acceptable. For one and a
half years, Eva Joly has enjoyed a heroine status in Iceland. In a country sadly
lacking in trust, she has been a force of
almost unquestionable moral authority. Now she is running for president in
France, but if rules allowed she could
more easily become president of Iceland.
One of the results of the economic
collapse in Iceland is a total lack of confidence in most institutions: the Parliament, the banks, the civil service. There
was talk of getting foreign specialists to
help this scarcely populated nation sort
out the mess it had gotten itself into—it
obviously lacked experience. Not much
happened.
An overnight sensation
Eva Joly came to give her opinion on
the collapse in a television interview in
March 2009. As is her custom, she was
extremely blunt. She claimed that the office of the special prosecutor, founded
to investigate criminality within the collapsed banks, was a joke. The prosecutor himself was a totally inexperienced
sheriff from a small town in the west of
Iceland, appointed because nobody else
wanted the job; he had no knowledge
of white collar crime, and a staff of only
three people.
Eva Joly was an overnight sensation.
At first the government wasn’t happy
with her criticism, but she was adopted
by the general public. Pressure on the
government mounted. A few days after
the interview, Joly was appointed as a
special advisor to the prosecutor. She
brought in foreign specialists and because of her efforts we soon will have
an office of ninety people, including four
prosecutors, researching possible misdeeds before and during the crash. This
seems quite exemplary.
From Grünerlökka to the Palais de Justice
Eva Joly has had an exceptional career.

She is Norwegian by origin, born Gro Eva
Farseth to a tailor in the modest Grünerlökka neighbourhood in Oslo in 1943.
The family was not rich, but the daughter was blonde and quite beautiful. She
went to France as an au pair, landed in
a very bourgeois home and ended up
marrying the son against the will of the
rather snobbish family. She started taking evening classes in law and later specialised in financial law.
Thus began her tireless crusade
against corruption that eventually led
her to become an investigating judge.
She became famous for conducting the
investigation of the Elf scandal—one of
the biggest fraud inquires in European
history, involving politicians and businessmen—as well as the case of Bernard
Tapie and Crédit Lyonnais. For some in
France she was a folk hero, but the elite
didn't like her much. She received death
threats and bodyguards had to watch
her around the clock.
Before Eva Joly came to Iceland she
had left her post as an investigating
judge and was working for Norad, the
Norwegian Aid Organization, travelling
around the Third World advising on how
to fight against corruption and capital
flight.
A presidential candidate
This was a fairly low profile job for this
soft spoken but tough woman. Since
then things have changed for her. She is
now again one of the most talked about
people in France. Soon after she came
to Iceland she was invited to run for
the European Parliament for the French
Greens. She was second on the list, after Daniel Cohn-Bendit, the flamboyant
leader of the student revolt in Paris in
May 1968. They adopted a very European platform and won a resounding victory. And now it has been decided that
she will become the presidential candidate for the Greens in the 2012.
This will probably not result in her
becoming the president of France, but
with her standing she might get a good
outcome, given the ennui with traditional politics. And it is a credit to the French
and their policy of accueil that Joly can
get this far, despite being of foreign origin and having dual French/Norwegian
citizenship.
No instant results
But where will this leave Iceland, a country that invested so much trust in Eva
Joly. She terminated her contract here in
early October, after one and a half years
on the job. She was adamant that the
investigation was now in capable hands
and that we would see results. But many
still eagerly await news from the special
prosecutor’s office, indicating that the

“One of the results of
the economic collapse
in Iceland is a total
lack of confidence in
most institutions: the
Parliament, the banks,
the civil service.”
directors and the owners of the banks
will be held responsible. Very little has
happened as of yet.
But then, Eva Joly never promised
instant results. She herself said many
times that the investigation would take
a long time, and that one of the dangers
was that the public and the press might
lose their patience, and maybe turn
against the prosecution itself. She cited
instances where this has happened; in
Iceland we have the experience from the
so-called Baugur affair—instigated to
look into the business affairs of tycoon
Jón Ásgeir Jóhannesson—which was a
total flop.
Icesave, Magma and the EU
Eva Joly is a very blunt person, even
though she seldom raises her voice. You
ask her a question and she will usually
try to answer it, short of compromising an investigation. During her tenure
here—she usually came once a month
and stayed for four days—she started
to become involved in Icelandic politics.
This was not universally popular. The
government was quite intimidated by
some of her utterances, but because of
her standing ministers really didn’t dare
to confront her directly.
She was very outspoken on the Icesave affair, claiming that it was outrageous for the Icelandic public to pay
huge sums for the horribly handled affairs of a private bank. Then she got involved in the Magma affair, where a geothermal company in the southwest has
been sold to a Canadian financial adventurer—Joly claimed that this was the kind
of business that bankrupted Iceland in
the first place. And lastly, when she advocated that Iceland should join the EU,
some of her supporters felt estranged
from her. But others, who had resented
her meddling in Icesave and Magma,
were quite happy.
But this is Eva Joly, not a person who
fits easily into any category.
(Full disclosure: The author of this article, Egill
Helgason, invited Eva Joly for an interview on
Icelandic TV in March of 2009, so he is partly
responsible for her coming to Iceland in the
first place).

Some of you may recall the
wave of Nigerian scam
emails that hit businesses
the world over in the 1990s.
Generally the offending email, a
bit of f luff promising a hefty return
on investment (supposedly penned
by some ousted colonel or ex-bank
manager on the run), would request
the recipient to transfer an small percentage to some offshore numbered
account in the form of a deposit to
secure the hidden millions. Stltoday.
com, a St. Louis, Missouri news website, ran a story this month that the
Lincoln County Sheriff’s Office was
investigating a scam whereby the
alleged Icelandic lottery was to pay
out Missouri residents, winners of
the so-called Icelandic office of the
MTA Sweepstakes, after a one-timehandling fee of USD 1.000.00. “Winners” received fake cheques under the
name of the Icelandic Lottery.
Two years after the collapse of
Iceland’s banking system, Iceland
is still struggling to come to grips
with the demise of everything that
once made it the richest country in
the world. The Special Investigator’s
Office, working in collaboration with
the UK’s Serious Fraud Office (SFO),
are supposedly preparing hundreds
of cases, yet the Icelandic nation has
yet to see a single ‘bankster’ brought
to trial. In October, The Daily Mail
pointed out that the SFO is investigating some of Kaupþing’s largest lenders. Among them Robert Tchenguiz,
who borrowed over 1.2 billion GBP,
which he used to buy stakes in UK
retail chain Sainsbury’s, and Sports
Direct founder Mike Ashley, along
with three ‘unnamed’ others. Yet, the
Daily Mail states that “the Icelandic
government is keen for any trial to be
held on the tiny North Atlantic island.
But it is understood the authorities
are not interested in pursuing any individuals who do not have an Icelandic surname.” Does the expression
“burying ones head in the sand” ring
any bells?
In a Bloomberg interview, Atli
Gíslason, chair of the committee that
recommended former Prime Minister Geir H. Haarde’s indictment said,
“I’m growing impatient waiting for
indictments from the special prosecutor. I have strong indications that
there was a lot of criminal activity
within the banks from the beginning
of 2008 leading up to their collapse;
criminal acts were committed.
In the same vein, it appears that
despite a turnout of an approximated 8.000 protesters in front of
Alþingi on October 6, and Jóhanna
Sigurðardóttir’s renewed promise of
finding a workable solution for the
massive wave of insolvencies, appears
to have made little progress. Despite
a five month moratorium on foreclosures, and numerous proposals put
forward for a blanket debt forgiveness

of the equivalent of USD 1.8 billion,
the government appears to be giving
into objections posed by the pension
funds, which claim the blanket proposal will damage their assets and
force them to reduce pension payments (even further). Gunnar Helgi
Kristinsson, a professor of political
science at the University of Iceland,
was quoted by Bloomberg as saying:
“I can’t understand [Jóhanna’s supportive gesture] any way other than
as theatrical…By pretending this was
actually on the table and being considered, Jóhanna managed to provoke
opponents such as the pension funds,
which look at these matters seriously
and know this idea is completely ludicrous.’ As Bloomberg aptly stated
earlier this month: “A write-down of
USD 1.8 billion is equivalent to 8% of
the total assets of Iceland’s three biggest banks.”
NASDAQ’s recent economic indicators paint a very grim picture of
things to come:
- Actual inf lation has risen by
41%from January 2007 through
September 2010
- Disposable incomes have dropped
by over 20% last year
- Wages have fallen by over 10% from
2007 to August 2010
- 63% of Iceland’s mortgages are on
the brink of bankruptcy
- 40% of homeowners are already
‘technically’ insolvent
It appears then, that the only way
to solve the mortgage crisis is for the
Icelandic government to cover the
losses. After all, you can’t have over
50% of the country on the street, can
you? Yet, strangely, on October 12, an
unnamed Icelandic finance ministry
official told the AFP that, “We are
weighing our options and debating
whether we actually need the loan
from the Nordic countries at the moment.”
So, everything is well under control then?
Dian L. Chu, a NASDAQ economist, speculated that although the
dramatic 60% plunge of the Icelandic króna has assisted Iceland in its
exports, “Iceland [has essentially]
been held together…by ‘technical defaults’ and capital control…domestic
inf lation, and asset devaluation, most
likely will wipe out the entire middle
class.”
Eiríkur Bergmann Eiríksson, politics professor at Bifröst University,
was quoted this month in the Financial Times in relation to the October
6 demonstration. He said, “Two years
ago this week, the financial system
collapsed. This week, we’ve found out
that the political system has also collapsed.”

Marc Vincenz
Páll Hilmarsson

At Fjölmenningarskólinn we build
on 18 years of experience

ICELANDIC language Courses

For Foreign Students Next Starts 2011
 Daytime studies:

Many courses on offer intended for beginners and advanced students.
Starting January 6 (spring term – finishing in May). Applications for
daytime studies in the spring deadline November 26. Price is ISK 20.900 pr.
term – take up to five parallel courses for this fixed price.

 Evening studies:

Three courses on offer: ÍSA1024, ÍSA2024 and ÍSA3024. Starting January
18 – finishing March 24. Applications should be sent in January. Price ISK
19.900 for a 60 lessons course (price includes a textbook).

Apply through e-mail to: fa@tskoli.is. Include kennitala, phone number and level of Icelandic (beginner, elementary, intermediate, advanced).

Get todays international
papers at Eymundsson
Daily Mirror, Washington Times, USA Today, Aftenposten, Die Presse, Edmont-on
marc vincenz
Journal,
Frankfurther Allgemeine Zeit-ung, Le Monde, El Mundo, La Repubblica, Fakt,
Okinawa Times, Jyllands-Posten, Politiken and many more are available through the
print-on-demand service in our store in Austurstræti. We offer over 1000 newspaper
titles from all around the world. Check if your local paper is available to be printed
for you by our helpful staff.

AVAILABLE ONLY AT EYMUNDSSON AUSTURSTRÆTI
Lækjartorg
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Read all the reviews (and lotsa bonus stuff - including a list of things our writers
did NOT like at the festival) at www.grapevine.is/airwaves

Airwaves | After The Fact

The Best Show I Witnessed At
Iceland Airwaves 2010, And Why It Was
The Best Show I Witessed At Iceland
Airwaves 2010

By The Grapevine Airwaves Review Team

THANK YOU FOR THE MUSIC
Our super team of music lovers pick their favourites of Iceland Airwaves 2010

S

o we did it again. We compiled
a team of music lovers-slashmisanthropes to review every single
show of the official Iceland Airwaves
programme. Every last musician that
played the festival in an official capacity can head to grapevine.is/
airwaves and read what a particular
person at a particular point of time,
bearing a particular mindset, has to
say about his or her particular performance at that particular festival.

"Why would you do this?" you ask.
"Does anyone really need to read
reviews of every single show at Airwaves?" you continue.
Well. We did this mostly because we
could. We've done it in years past (in
print form from 2005-2008, on-line last
year and this year), and it's always been
a fun part of the festival, whether you're
playing there or just attending for fun.
You get to re-live your previous evening
via the words of some writer who documented the venue that entire night (and
through the lens of that photographer
who was always hogging the best spots,
getting in your way). And you maybe
don’t agree with the writer’s assessment,
and you may not be familiar with the
photographer’s angle, but they still serve
as starting points for some sort of conversation, whether it be with yourself or
your friends or maybe the letters/comments section of the Grapevine. And we
are big fans of inciting conversation, of
fanning the flames of discourse.
And discourse doesn’t always have
to be about super important life or death
political stuff. It can also be about dumb,
fun stuff. Like music.
Now, if you played one of the shows
in question, the reviews can also be
pretty useful. You get some guy or girl
putting thought and words into describing your performance. You had someone
sitting at four in the morning, drinking
their umpteenth cup of coffee, trying to
think of that one adjective that describes
better than any other what you do, or
what you did, or what you were trying to
do.
Putting some effort in describing
what went down, and how it appeared to
him or her that given night.
And that can serve as a gateway for
some great discourse within your band,
or for your band. If nothing else, it will
ensure a record of your being there at
that particular place and moment in
time exists, and will be accessible to future music lovers and archaeologists. Or
at least until our hard drives break down.
Imagine how stunning it will be for
THE FUTURE’s teenagers all the way
over in 2094 to read about Panoramix’s
performance at Jacobsen on Airwaves
Thursday 2009.
And if you disagree with a given assessment of your night, that’s fair, fine
and to be expected. There is no final
word on music and there can be no closing verdict. There should be conversation about it and discourse and disagreement and everyone making it – as well as

everyone writing about it and listening
to it – should strive at bettering themselves at all times.
I’ve been attending this festival for
a bunch of years now. I’m getting old.
This time around, I wasn’t able to take in
as many performances as I would have
liked. There was a lot of work to be done,
running around, editing stuff and playing the occasional show.
But I did catch some shows, and I
liked what I saw for the most part. I liked
the spirit, the energy, enthusiasm and
professionalism of every single outfit I
saw displayed. And the very evident passion. This held true whether they were
playing for an empty Faktorý, a bookstore off-venue or to a packed, throbbing
NASA. They all loved it.
They loved it as much as they seem
to love every single show I see them play,
and playing music in general. This is
why I very strongly believe in the musicians that make up the Icelandic scene at
t he moment, and it is why I believe that
they all have a great future. Loving what
you do is the key to doing lovely things.
Yeah.
Another thing that impressed me
greatly, what I’ve come to hold as one
of the principal reasons Airwaves often
surpasses similar festivals of its calibre
(and that’s not empty boasting – I’ve
been around) is the amount of work the
audience is willing to put into it. A band
might only have four officially released
tracks to their name and they still get to
perform to a crowded venue brimming
with folks that are singing along to their
stuff. You had people queuing up for experimental ambient-noise shows. Couples slow-dancing to obscure DJs or even
more obscure acoustic duos. Festivalgoers seem eager to embrace and celebrate
a lot of unheard music over the course of
five days.
That’s dedication.
Now, read on for our reviewers' favourite performances, and our photographers' favourite images from Iceland
Airwaves 2010 ...
HSM

Morgan Levy, photographer
Perhaps what made Diamond Rings so captivating to watch and photograph was the incongruity between his soft, angelic
face and his unexpectedly low, disaffected voice. His effeminately feathered eye shadow clashed perfectly with distinct
masculine vocals reminiscent of Stephen Merritt. The disconnect between sight and sound and the blurriness of gender
lines added a delightful element of absurdity to his performance. I couldn't resist over-stating the sweetness of his face by
creating a halo around his head with the beams of white stage light. Nor could I hold back laughter when—twenty seconds
into his first song—he encountered technical difficulties and dryly asked if any pictures were taken so that at least someone
could blog about his performance.

Orphic Oxtra Made Me
Want To Be Young

The Dandelion Seeds
Created A Sonic Explosion

Valgerður Þóroddsdóttir

Anna Margrét Björnsson

I don’t know what it was exactly; perhaps
it had been a long four days—a long 30
concerts over the weekend—but when I
entered NASA on Sunday night I found
the walls were crumbling. Coming from
the stage, the most exultant, rapturous sounds—individual notes racing
up and down stairs, together scaling
mountains. Tuba! Horns! Trombone!
Bassoon! Galore! Orphic Oxtra is youth
distilled by wind instruments. I don’t
mean to sound fanatic, (and yes, I’m only
21-years-young), but they made me long
to be young again—with a trumpet in
one hand and my heart in the other. The
kind of feeling, the kind of show, that we
all wish would last a lifetime

Kaffistofan was the ultimate place to be
on Airwaves Saturday night. This venue
was so underground it even failed to make
the Airwaves off-venue schedule. The
crowd counted perhaps a total of twenty
people (most of them moonshine-drinking teenagers). I just managed to catch
The Dandelion Seeds, a band previously
called Kid Twist. Their new name draws
from the song Dandelion Seeds by July, a
British cult psych band, obviously a heavy
inspiration. When the five fresh-faced
youngsters came on stage something
quite magical happened. These British
invasion styled feedback rockers created
an amazing and all-encompassing wall of
noise with sixties psych-patterned videos
overlaid on sixties soft porn and go-go
dancing projecting in the background.
The gallery space turned out to be a magnificent venue, with plenty of space for

the musicians and plenty of walls for the
sound to resonate from. The Dandelion
Seeds do seem to live in their own little
world of sixties psychedelia but at least
they're doing something completely different from anyone else playing Airwaves
this year. They managed to create a stunning show and a sonic explosion that will
be hard to forget.

Náttfari Made My Gut Shake
– Hell Yeah!
Wiebke Wolter
The show I enjoyed most at this year's
Airwaves was more like an anti-show:
Náttfari did everything right. No embarrassing addressing the audience in
between songs, for instance. The band
didn't really do a 'show', they just played
their songs for the audience—or let's say
for me and a few other people standing
around. And that was the only flaw of
this concert: the lack of people witnessing the gut-shaking Náttfari experience.

The guitar sounded like a guitar should
sound: just a little bit of distortion, no delay, yeah. Some slide guitar and some old
strings squeaking along ones attached to
the guitar added a psychedelic feel to the
post rock-y sound. Melodic bass playing
and exciting drumming completed the
sound that felt more like the American
South than 101 Reykjavík.
Shows I also really liked were Ólafur Arnalds' Gesamtkunstwerk-performance, the playful French electro combo
Gablé and similarly energetic LCMDF
from Finland, the unpretentiously soulful Angel Deradoorian and the vibrant
rockabilly combo 59's.

Gone Postal Were The Bomb
Florian Zühlke
I saw some very good shows this year, including XXX Rottweiler, Jungle Fiction,
Svavar Knútur, Of Monsters and Men,
Prinspóló and Swords Of Chaos. There
wasn't the particular 'one show' that I

would consider the best. I remember all
of the above playing rousing, touching or
simply entertaining concerts.
I guess I liked the Metal Hammer
evening at Sódóma best as a whole package. This isn't just because I saw a couple
of great concerts there (Gone Postal were
the bomb!)—this evening also offered
the audience a good overview of what’s
going on in the Icelandic hard music
scene. There are so many talented, creative and awesome bands that play all the
metals and cores you could imagine; it
would be a shame to not give them the
chance to play at Iceland's most popular
international music festival. Also putting
them together at one venue was a good
choice, as it prevented them from playing
shows in front of unappreciative indie
kids.
If it was the melodic screamo of Endless Dark, the nostalgic death metal of
Angist, Momentum's epic melange of
metal and post-rock or the breathtaking
performance of England's most-loved
hyperactive Rollo Tomassi—as a fan of
hard music this whole evening was the
most interesting and fun one of Airwaves
2010.

Rock Legend Staredown
Bob Cluness
OK, this is a little tough, as there were
several really good performances all
round. But I’m going to give the best performance at Airwaves as a tie between
S.H. Draumur and HAM. They may have
a combined aged of 942 between all of
them, but they showed that PROPER rock
music is often best left to the grownups.
As for the best of the rest, I give props to
Apparat Organ Quartet @ NASA, James
Blake @ Venue (one of the best DJ sets
I’ve heard for a long time) and Ghostigital
@ Tjarnabíó (surrealist power electronics from a city councilman). For the most
improved performance, the Fist Fokkers
at NASA were a complete revelation.
Some wonderful songs with an interesting flourish by adding a nonchalant wind
section.

Momentum Backed It Up
Bogi Bjarnason
My favourite gig at Airwaves was without doubt the Momentum performance.
Since receiving their excellent latest album, Fixation at Rest, two months ago it
has yet to leave my CD tray. And they back
it up live.
Be it the awesome dynamics, the
powerful vocals or the masterful musicianship, it all blends together into an
unstoppable feral force that mesmerises
and brutalises, all at the same time.
Although they played to a dismal
crowd, they still projected a total professional front and the image of a band that
is finally about to go places.
Honourable mentions: The Joy Formidable—power trio, with an emphasis
on power, Bloodgroup—over-the-fucking-top, but long winded, Mammút—
more fun than a bag of kittens.

Spleen United Kicked Ass
Sindri Eldon

petite woman with wild hair and muscles
like suspension bridge cables, picked up
a microphone and announced, in a voice
that sounded a bit like Jónsi from Sigur
Rós doing a Björk impression, that the
next song was about "being in love and
laziness." Therefore, I wasn't expecting
when Erna and Valdimar Jóhannsson,
the other member of Lazyblood, a large,
imposing, long-haired man, started
screaming in the deep, guttural manner
of black metal singers, their faces and
bodies contorting.
It was as if an electro-schmindie
band had been eaten by rampaging maenads. While Valdimar stuck to the stage,
playing music on a laptop and other gadgets, Erna twisted and coiled her body, at
times rushing into the crowd, even crawling around on the floor, pushing audience members out of her way. This was,
of course, a thoroughly premeditated and
choreographed performance, but in the
moment it felt like being enveloped by a
soft avalanche of human madness. Describing Lazyblood's performance is an
exercise in futility, as their art can almost
be said to be about the limits of what can
be communicated in language. So just go
watch a live video. It's Björk Metal (that's
a good thing).

Efterklang: Energy And
Euporia
Eimear Fitzgerald
Some might see it as a lazy choice to pick
a well established act as my best Airwaves
show, but the experience of standing
amongst the sheer energy and euphoria
that Efterklang brought to the stage of the
Reykjavík Art Museum is a feeling that’s
come back to my mind time and time
again since.
So many people I spoke with before
this gig expected an introverted thought
provoking performance from these Danish purveyors of lulling, instrumental
electronica. But Efterklang absolutely
superseded all expectations and blew the
entire audience out of the water with a set
that lit the place on fire. The size and austerity of the Art Museum has made it traditionally the most notoriously difficult
Airwaves venue for bands to master and
a challenge that sometimes even escapes
the most experienced of artists. So there
was something extraordinarily special in
the music and presence of this group that
enabled them to move beyond that and
create an atmosphere of direct engagement with each member of the audience.
It felt like coming from the cold into a big
warm, motherly, musical hug. Wonderful.
But I can’t finish off without giving
special mention to Morðingjarnir, Berndsen and Futuregrapher, my top Airwaves
finds of 2010. Why? Well, although they
span very different musical genres, they
all delivered exciting and engaging sets
that demanded my attention, completely
surpassed expectations and, very importantly, made me shake my groove thang
until the last song. I hope this year’s Airwaves provides the launch pad they all
deserve.

Hörður Sveinsson, photographer
Efterklang’s concert at Hafnarhús was absolutely fantastic. I was seeing the band perform for the first time and didn’t quite
know what to expect. I’ve also always been rather prejudiced against Danish bands (what’s the deal with crappy Danish
bands anyway?). But Efterklang played with immense joy and fun, and for a while I had to stop shooting, take a break and
watch the band play. Five thumbs up.

Páll Hilmarsson, photographer
Teeth played Friday at Venue. I didn’t know anything about them before I entered after having witnessed the rather dull
and not so photogenic Dikta at the Art Museum. Teeth didn’t impress me with their music but they sure were photogenic.
Especially their singer, who I noticed later that night when editing, wasn’t too concerned about hiding her underpants, or
vagina for that matter. But this is their drummer and it’s my favourite from Airwaves because, like so many photographs, it's
a half-truth or even a lie. I bet you think that he's tired or unhappy, right? He isn’t, he's drying the sweat from his brow. It was
hot in there.

Think about life
Anna Andersen

The best thing I saw was Spleen United,
who in my humble opinion outshone
anything and everyone at the Art Museum that night, Robyn included. What’s
supposed to be so fucking amazing
about Robyn, anyway? Whatever. Point
is, Spleen United (what a stupid name)
kicked ass. They had a strong pop sensibility imbedded in a base of good, honest,
retro, and played it very inventively, using
live drums and multiple sequencers and
loops, and making excellent use of live
percussion, such as tambourines and hihats. What’s even better is that they managed to do it without coming off like the
preppy, pretentious assholes Hurts look
and sound like… but I don’t know, maybe
Spleen United are assholes and Hurts are
really cool guys who like Star Wars and
bowling. Who knows, right?

I Did Not Expect Lazyblood
Kári Tulinius
Lazyblood at Faktorý, first show of Saturday night. I'm there on the recommendation of fellow reviewer Bob Cluness. Other than that, all I know about
Lazyblood is what the Airwaves booklet
says. So when the duo walked onto the
stage I didn't know what to expect. Erna
Ómarsdóttir, who is a modern dancer, a

After enjoying a series of Icelandic favourites on NASA’s Friday night line-up,
I pulled out my programme to remind
myself of who was up next. That’s right,
Think About Life, some indie rockers
from Montreal, Canada. With no idea
what to expect, I certainly didn’t expect
them to put on the best show I would witness at Iceland Airwaves 2010. But, that’s
exactly what they did.
From the moment they took the
stage, their fresh, feel good vibes put a
fat grin on my face. These interactive performers were on FIRE. Energetic singer
Martin Cesar, who dawned a pair of suave
shades reminiscent of Ray Charles, and
fun-spirited Caila Thompson-Hannant
tantalized the audience. They evidently
also have a good sense of humour. I have
no idea what Martin was doing dancing
around with a Chinese flag, but it was
entertaining, and some lucky soul in the
audience now has that flag.
So, it’s not that I listen to their music
on repeat now, or really at all for that matter, but it’s just that they played a really
good show with fantastic energy that permeated through the crowd. When they
finished playing, I still had a fat grin on
my face.

Hvalreki, photographer
How can one sum up Airwaves with just one photograph, let alone one from Thursday night at NASA featuring a line up of
Iceland’s heaviest hitters and legendary rockers all in their finest form? The Fist Fokkers opened the night, rocking their
hardest, and setting a tough-act-to-follow tempo. Reykjavík! had the spirit with a stage presence that lit the crowded house
on fire. With their first concert in seventeen years, S.H. Draumur had fans in tears. Finally, the icing on the cake: a most anticipated and rare performance from the legendary HAM. The guitar gods were most certainly smiling on NASA this evening,
need I say more?
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By Dr. Gunni (Based on his book Eru ekki allir í stuði from 2001). We hear the
good doctor is working on an updated version of the book for 2011!

Dr. Gunni's History Of Icelandic Rock | Part 25

Films | Review

The Sugarcubes’ Humble Beginnings

A Meeting Of Iceland's
Hottest Bands...
… is actually like a family
gathering in the backyard

International recognition has always been every ambitious Icelandic pop musician’s goal.
And no wonder. Few settle for the limitations
of the tiny Icelandic market. Since rock was
born here, many have tried to "make it" to little
avail. In 1983, the clever jazz guys of Mezzoforte scored a hit with an instrumental fusion
ditty, ‘Garden Party’, that got as far as number
17 on the British singles chart. This of course
resulted in some national pride. I remember
being on Leicester Square in London in the
summer of 1983 with a swollen chest as Mezzoforte's hit piped out of a disco. A few years
later, Iceland would finally get its international
pop stars: The Sugarcubes.

Pop group for money
The obscure bastards in Kukl were of course as far
removed from pop music as possible, even though
they had performed some melodic songs in their
earliest period. In the spring of 1986, the band lay
in ruins due to personal squabbles and inter-band
friction. Smaller units from the band tried their hand
at making music. Guitarist God Krist made some
music with Björk singing lyrics by Þór Eldon, Björk's
boyfriend since 1983. They called themselves The
Elgar Sisters, and three of the songs would much
later turn up as B-sides on Björk singles. Björk and
drummer Sigtryggur Baldursson also made some
music together under the name Algorythms.
Björk and Þór bore a son in June of 1986, so
life was taken easy during that summer. Einar Örn
finished his studies in London and moved to Iceland. During long night time meetings, him and Þór
came up with the idea of forming Smekkleysa (“Bad
Taste”). “Bad taste and extravagance” would be
Smekkleysa's motto. Various plans were attached
to Smekkleysa: It would be a record label and a
book publishing company. The restaurant Mudpit
would open in its name, as well as the radio station
Radio Devil (unfortunately neither happened). Also
the company would hand out "Bad Taste awards" to
people that excelled in extravagance and bad taste.
Various friends joined Smekkleysa and a pop group
was formed solely to make money. Björk, Einar
and Þór got bassist Bragi and guitarist Friðrik from
Purrkur Pillnikk to join along with drummer Sigtryggur and keyboard player Einar Melax from Kukl.
A postcard pays for a single
"We started to play pop songs that we thought were
similar to what other people were playing. It was a
total surprise to us that nobody else thought this
was pop. Everybody just thought this was weird
music," remarked Einar, many years later. The new
band's first appearance was on the 18th of July,
1986. The band was advertised as Kukl in Morgunblaðið, but called themselves Þukl (“Frisk”) a week
later on their second gig.
Einar Örn had brought along a gigantic plastic
lobster when he came back from London. Pop band
Stuðmenn fancied the lobster and made Einar Örn
their manager so they could use the plastic crustacean in concert. Þukl was called Sykurmolarnir
(The Sugarcubes) when the band supported Stuðmenn in the sports arena Laugardalshöll. Very few
people showed up, so Stuðmenn paid their support
act in studio hours at their recording studio, Grettisgat. Twelve weird pop songs were recorded during this session, and two of them (‘Birthday’ / ‘Cat’
(in Icelandic)) got released on Björk's 21st birthday
on November 21. To finance the release, Smekkleysa had sold a postcard bearing the image of Reagan

“A week later Birthday was
picked as a "single of the week"
in Melody Maker. "Oh shit"
was Einar Örn's first reaction
when he heard the news.”
and Gorbachev, drawn by guitarist Friðrik. Reagan
and the Russian leader met for peace talk in Iceland
in October of 1986, and the postcard sold very well,
as nobody else had jumped to the occasion and
made merchandise.
Oh shit!
‘Einn mol'á mann’ (“One cube each”), the first
Sugarcube single, was pressed in Iceland and most
of the edition was defective upon arrival. Only about
300 copies were sold. Few people in Iceland "got"
the music, certainly not ‘Birthday’, that nobody
could have predicted would be an international
hit. Despite his earlier plans Einar Örn decided to
spend another winter in London, 1986/87. An old
pal from the Crass days, Derek Birkett, formerly a
bassist with Flux of Pink Indians, was working in
a studio, so him and Einar started to process the
songs from the Grettisgat session. Derek had just
formed a record label, One Little Indian, and it was
decided he would release The Sugarcubes songs in
English. The music was remixed, new snippets and
sounds added to the mix.
Meanwhile in Iceland, the band played several
times without Einar. Guitarist Friðrik decided to
leave, so Þór would thereafter be the band's sole
guitarist. Film director Friðrik Þór asked the band
to provide soundtrack to his film Skytturnar (White
Whales). The band made some instrumental music
but it was not used much in the film. Three tracks
turned up on a soundtrack 12" though. In the summer of 1987 Einar Örn came to Iceland and the band
played several times for 200 people or so, the same
group of people that had followed Kukl.
One Little Indian released Birthday as a 12" on
the 17th of August 1987. It was supposed to promote the forthcoming LP. A week later Birthday was
picked as a "single of the week" in Melody Maker.
"Oh shit" was Einar Örn's first reaction when he
heard the news.
(Next time: The Sugarcubes – World domination or
death!)
By Dr. Gunni

Árni Sveinsson's film 'Backyard' makes Iceland's
music scene feel like a big happy family. The story
goes like this: Árni Rúnar of FM Belfast decided he
wanted to capture Reykjavík's current music scene
on film. Reykjavík is a small town (compared to Tokyo, Berlin and New York at least) and so all Icelandic musicians seem to be friends or acquaintances.
On Culture Night 2009 Árni One (the musician)
and Árni Two (the filmmaker) gathered a bunch of
friends in the Árni One’s backyard to celebrate a relaxed and family-like music festival, Iceland-style.
Neighbours were invited, equipment was lugged
around cars and umbrellas remodelled into stage
decorations. Among the most important questions
at that point were: 'Should we use the plant from
the living room to make the backyard look nicer?'
The 10 square metre recording studio in Árni's
backyard was set, the cameramen found their spots
around the 'stage' and also on top of the studio and
the bands were prepared to perform—and so the
recording began. Seven bands: Borko, Sin Fang,
Hjaltalín, Reykjavík!, múm, Retro Stefson and FM
Belfast, performed short sets of music, the movie

'Backyard' features a song from each in full length.
During the performances, the film captures
not just the musicians but also the audience consisting of other musicians, children, older people,
hipsters, tourists... well, let's call it a mixed bag of
people. In the beginning they sit there quietly sipping on some coffee or cruising around on their
tricycle (depending on age). By the end of the night
the audience had turned into a crazy mob jumping
up and down to FM Belfast's ‘Underwear’.
When it started raining, everybody went to hang
out in the living room; when a little girl fell over
during their hard-rocking performance, the guys
from Reykjavík! turned around and looked if she
was OK. The whole setting radiated a relaxed ambiance, something you experience when you are at
home. Watching it, you feel like a fly on the wall,
observing and being part of something intimate,
knowing at the same time that those are some of
the hottest Icelandic bands at the moment, and you
are sharing some time with them.
The unpretentious way of filming helps the feeling that you are attending a family reunion. Shot
digitally with mostly hand held cameras, the movie
feels like something in between home video and
documentary. But this is one of the film’s advantages—it completely matches the successful, but not
extravagant and creative, but not trying too hard—
aura of the portrayed musicians.
And what do we learn about the Icelandic music
scene? Even though the musical style differs from
dreamy folk, to heavy rock and electro pop, these
musicians share (in addition to the place and time)
the same temperament, equipment and sometimes
band members: The Icelandic music scene seems
like a big happy family.

1 The Sugarcubes first line up in 1986 – Einar,
Sigtryggur, Björk, Einar Melax, Friðrik, Þór and Bragi.
2

Sykurmolarnir's 1986 single had two songs. It was

paid for by selling a postcard and an advertisement from
Dunsucker sugar on the back.

Wiebke Wolter
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QUALITY TIME IN THE
HEART OF THE CITY

Music | CD Reviews

One of Reykjavik’s finest, the chic 1919 Restaurant
features top international and neo-Nordic cuisine.
The trendy 1919 Lounge provides a variety of
cocktails and the perfect atmosphere for you to relax
in and enjoy timeless luxury.

Útidúr
This mess we’ve made
utidur
Icelandic sass with an enjoyably
dirty twist
I highly recommend that you do not
leave this island without the debut
album from local twelve-piece band
Útidúr stowed away in your luggage.
It’s one of those little gems that turns
up out of nowhere and charms its way
into your iTunes favourites in less time
than it takes to load up your Mac.
The album flows extremely well from
track to track, and skilfully creates
a coherent atmosphere throughout
that’s laden with Mexican Mariachi
flair and darkly mischievous lyrics. It’s
somewhat reminiscent of Beirut and at
certain moments, Tindersticks. Well,
Tindersticks with bottle of tequila and
a Colt 45 that is.
This is an album that you can turn this
on and enjoy right through, but forced
to choose a favourite, it would be the
quirky melody and harmonies on ‘The
glow / retreat’.
This album stands out from the sea of
Icelandic post-rock guitars and brooding soundscapes to create something
not only distinctive, but distinctively
good too.
- Eimear Fitzgerald

Orphic Oxtra
Orphic Oxtra
orphicoxtra

1919

Samúel Jón Samúelsson
Big Band
Helvítis Fokking Funk

R E STAU R A N T
AND LOUNGE

Radisson Blu 1919 Hotel, Pósthússtræti 2, 101 Reykjavík, Tel: 599 1000

samminammi
SJS Big Band funkifies Reykjavík
Samúel Jón Samúelsson Big Band have
been together on and off for a decade
now, forming in 2000 for a series of live
performances in Reykjavík. This latest
offering from the group, their third
album, is just under an hour of good,
solid funk. For those not accustomed
to its ways, funk can sometimes be a
bit same-same, however SJS Big Band
manages to avoid this by having a
strong progression in their music and
regular solos that spice things up. The
album moves along at a groovy pace,
making me wish that real hipsters still
actually existed. For those fans of funk,
or even just folks that like to dance,
‘Helvítis Fokking Funk’ is a good
choice to funk up your life.
- Bergrún Anna
Hallsteinsdóttir

S.H. Draumur
Goð +
facebook.com/shdraumur

Crazy Balkan fun

Like finding out your uncle was in a
REALLY cool rock band.

The debut album by Balkan-style
band Orphic Oxtra is a twisting,
turning, flying all over the place kind
of experience. The music swirls and
swells down seemingly farcical paths
and at times has the effect of making
you want to do everything in double
time when you listen to it—or, better
yet, embark on crazy adventures in
rundown vehicles. Very fun. The group
consists of fourteen members and
that play wide range of instruments:
everything from horns to fiddles to accordions to drums. They have worked
together to create an album which is
both different and listenable, which
not exactly an easy task. This is a good
strong album, and a much-needed
break from the radio friendly rubbish
or too-arty-to-comprehend music filling our ears recently.
- Bergrún Anna
Hallsteinsdóttir

S.H. Draumur were a large part of the
Icelandic underground music scene of
the ‘80s, but their legacy was eventually lost to the wastes of rock history
for whatever reason. And there they
stayed until a stirring comeback at
this year’s Iceland Airwaves, and the
release of ‘Goð +’, a two CD re-issue of
their 1988 album, packaged with heaps
of goodies, including outtakes, demos
and live shows.
Thankfully. ‘Goð’ is definitely a record
that deserves a re-appreciation. With
leanings to The Cult, The Minutemen
and Hüsker Dü, ‘Goð’ rattles along
with a restless vigour. The key to this
is the relationship between Dr Gunni’s
bass and Birgir Baldursson’s drums.
Together they produce a punchy sound
akin to a brick through a window. This
makes you forgive the albums little
flaws, such as the fact that Dr Gunni
can’t quite reach the high notes, or the
accordion in ‘Engin ævintýri’. The second CD contains earlier, rawer songs
as they tried to be like Joy Division
(along with everyone else at the time)
before finding their own sound.
It says a lot that ‘Goð+’ sounds a lot
better than most of the newer trendy
stuff being released by today’s callow
youth.
- bob cluness

Tannvernd barna

“We tried this place
purely on the back
of its excellent
review on
Tripadvisor
and weren’t
disappointed. “

Quality coffee roasted on the premises

CAFE HAITI by the Old Harbour
Geirsgata 7b, 101 Reykjavík
tel: 661 5621 / 588 8484
Opening hours: 8.00 – 23.00
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Power has a Fragrance will be showing at
Reykjavík Art Museum until January 9, 2011.
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More Than Meets The Eye
An interview with artist Gardar Eide Einarsson
Words
Lana Vogestad
Photography
Hörður Sveinsson
Your work contains some irony…
There’s an element of humour. There are jokes in the
work, either formal visual jokes or puns and that’s
where some of this institutional critique lies. The
work’s definitely the relationship between institutional critique and the political critique. I am trying
to set up a parallel between these two power structures, thereby saying that this work is also a victim
to power structure, which exists within a certain
framework. If my work didn’t do that it would be annoying.
There are many layers involved in the work. The more
time you spend with it, the more layers are unveiled,
for instance, learning about the ‘NYPD Badge’ and
‘Jesus Saves’...
I hope it works like that. I sometimes set up a misunderstood meaning. This is also a part of this critique
of power, without sounding too pompous. I want
people to question their own readings with it. You
could see a piece or a show and misunderstand it,
and then when you happen to see more pieces and
shows, you perhaps realise that the initial reading
was a faulty one.

The current exhibition at Reykjavík Art Museum – Hafnarhús, ‘Power has a Fragrance’,
is by the New York and Tokyo based, Norwegian-born artist, Gardar Eide Einarsson.
Through paintings, sculptures, flags and photographs, using a predominantly black and
white palette, the artist applies inherent punk
and skateboarding aesthetics to an examination of art and cultural power structures. The
layered work intends to raise questions rather
than conclude empty statements. He has been
one of the most celebrated young Nordic artists, and participated in the Whitney Biennial in
2008. I had the pleasure to sit down with him
and engage in an insightful conversation about
his enigmatic work, the art world and his love
for Tokyo.
The title of your exhibition at Hafnarhús, ‘Power has
a Fragrance’, fits the work well, suggesting an intangible trace of authority.
That’s what I like about it. It says that power isn’t necessarily something that you experience head on. It’s
about having this trace of power around. Fragrance
is not a smell it’s more of a hint. It’s a title from the
band Death in June.

How much do you want the viewer to pick up on
these references, such as Jesus Saves coming from
Clint Eastwood’s ‘Dirty Harry’?
I give some clues but not a lot. I want the process
of understanding the work to evolve over time. I
definitely do not want all the references to be visible.
I don’t want it to be this game of finding the references while you are looking at the painting. I want
there to be a feeling that there’s still information that
could be dug up.

What is your connection to the punk and skateboarding scene? Was there one you were a part of in Norway?
Yes. When I was growing up, all I did was skateboard. It was also tied to music, and so on. That was
how I started having a real relation to aesthetics;
through those types of aesthetics. And interestingly,
I think it works with appropriation, which I do with
my work. At that time, I also worked with a limited
colour palette because work was photocopied, it was
pre-internet… When I was growing up in Norway,
skateboarding was actually illegal there. So you
would have to smuggle boards in from other countries and if the cops caught you skateboarding, they
would confiscate your board.

The installation is specific with some pieces standing
on the floor.
One of the reasons why I do that is to take focus away
from the individual work. When a painting is hung
it follows that this is art. It’s supposed to be seen only
within its formed borders. So it’s an attempt at making the work point to other works more and be a little
less “the piece”.
How has living in Tokyo influenced your work? It
seems that has added another dimension.
Tokyo has its own different way of understanding
community, relations between people. Individualism is quite frowned upon in Japan. It’s an interesting place to be for my work. Apart from that I like it
for personal reasons, as a city, it’s amazing... Tokyo
is much bigger than New York. There’s more weird
stuff going on. In New York, every bar closes at 4 AM
and maybe you can stay for another hour if you know
the owners. In Tokyo, they don’t have to close at all.
If you are there at twelve in the afternoon after you
spent the whole night there, they are fine with it and
you can stay. There’s more potential in Tokyo and
more undiscovered parts. The quality of life is really
good. It’s nice to be somewhere where people are always very polite, especially coming from New York.

It seems that a primary component of your work is
combining a political message, regarding the individual’s relationship or conflict in society, with appropriation and institutional critique…
Institutional critique is originally a historical event;
it’s an art historical genre. I think as such, it’s not
possible to be doing that. It is a bit dead but it’s still
important for my work. That genre became a natural
part of art making today. My work has the traditional
institutional critique baked into it. Hopefully it’s
subtler and more humorous than how I find traditional institutional critique, even though I love that
work.

Pizzeria

tel. 578 8555

Speaking of being influenced by Tokyo, can you talk
about ‘The Suicide Mirror’ piece in this exhibition?
It’s from one specific subway station in Tokyo where
there’s a high suicide rate. As a prevention measure,
they’ve installed these mirrors. The theory is that if
people see their bodies as a unit and see it in relation
to other bodies, they would be less likely to commit
suicide. I don’t know if it worked.
That history is interesting to combine it with the appropriated use of the mirror with regards to Larry
Bell and other modernist artists.
Yeah, and that of course are the two classic functions
of painting, is that it’s either a mirror or a window.
Which artists are inspiring you now?
It varies. It could be more about their life than about
their art. I’ve been interested in Gerhard Richter recently. He’s been doing a lot of work deconstructing
painting but also his life is interesting. He somehow
failed to be a part of any of those German scenes.
He was this outsider. He was part of the capitalist
realism movement in the ‘60s, but that was a little
forced onto him. He became this loner artist who
seemed too conservative and too weird, and through
that managed to build fervour. What I like with
artists is that there is a certain weirdness to them,
there is something that doesn’t add up. Franz West,
for example, is someone I like for that reason. For
me though what fuels my own production are other
parts of culture, like literature.
There are musical references in your work. What
kind of music do you listen to in your studio?
GEE Sometimes if it’s just me, I listen to older metal
and hardcore but if I have assistants there, I sometimes play classical music because it’s mellower for
everyone. And recently I’ve been listening to podcasts. There’s this BBC podcast I like called History
of the World in 100 Objects. It’s where they pick objects and they talk about world history through these
100 objects. It’s awesome.
Do you have any shows coming up that you would
like to share?
I have shows in Europe soon. I’m doing a show with
a friend in Tokyo in December, which I’m excited
about. I want to do as much as possible in Japan because I feel like there isn’t a real contemporary art
scene there and I want there to be one.
Where else is Power has a Fragrance showing?
It started in Norway, and then it came here and then
it’s going to Stockholm and then to Kassel, Germany, so I will be travelling around with this show for
a while …

Lækjargata 8

Downtown

Probably the best pizza
in town

ICELAND :: FILM – Berlin – Copenhagen – Reykjavík
Icelandic Filmmaking 1904-2008
EXHIBITIONS - GUIDED TOURS
CAFETERIA - CULTURE SHOP

MEDIEVAL MANUSCRIPTS – EDDAS AND SAGAS
The Ancient Vellums on Display

The Culture House – Þjóðmenningarhúsið
National Centre for Cultural Heritage
Hverfisgata 15 · 101 Reykjavík (City Centre)
Tel: 545 1400 · www.thjodmenning.is

ICELANDERS – AN EXHIBITION OF PHOTOGRAPHS
The spirit of the Icelandic nation in words and images.

Open daily between 11 am and 5 pm
Free guided tour of THE MEDIEVAL MANUSCRIPTS exhibition Mon and Fri at 3:30 pm.
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Bankastræti 14, 2nd floor - tel. 511 1221

Bankastræti

Open
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There is probably lots of other stuff you can get up to during winter. These are
just some random suggestions. Don't get all whiny if they don't work for you!
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Winter | Sanity

Winter Is Here – No Need For Despair
Learn to love it now. You’ll need to if you want to retain
any semblance of sanity

Now offering
catering service!

Open:
Mondays-Saturdays 11:30-22:30
Sundays 16:00-22:00

There are a lot of
positive reviews
about BanThai
that we are
the best thai restaurant
Authentic Thai cuisine
sur
served in elegant surroundings
with Spicy, Very Delicious
and reasonable prices.
Private rooms on the 2nd floor.
Open Hours
18.00–22.00. Every day .

All same price

999.-

Smaralind

5544-633
and
Hverfisgata
#
123

588-2121
Tel; 692-0564, 5522-444
The three great places for Thai food

www.yummiyummi.net

2 1
FYRIR
AF MATSEÐLI

Í HÁDEGINU ALLA DAGA

sushismiðjan
RESTAURANT
VIÐ SMÁBÁTAHÖFINA

OPIÐ TIL 22:00

Winter is upon us, huh. Dark, cold,
wet, dark and dark. And dark. Unless you just arrived here fresh
faced, and totally oblivious to the
fact that you are now located on
the dark, cold, wet edge of the
Arctic Circle, you will know quite
well that it entails being engulfed
by dark darkness. Not to mention
coldness. And wetness. That your
beloved tan will fade from pale to
grey to translucent. That venturing
between buildings will be an arduous task that you will spend more
time dreading than executing. That
you will have a harder time waking up in the suffocating morning
blackness of winter than you had
falling asleep in the eternal summer
sunshine of a couple months back.
Don’t worry, though. Icelandic winter
with its darkness and coldness and wetness can be hard to cope with for sure,
but this only means that the people that
have had to cope with it for generations
have spent a lot of time and effort learning how to cope with it, to deal with it,
and finally to love it.
There are tricks, advice and activities just for that purpose that have
been passed down by generations. It’s
certainly no coincidence that most
Icelanders make it through the season alive, well and with most of their
sanity intact. They have come to learn
that there are in fact many great things
about winter on the edge of the Arctic
Circle.
Here are some of them.
Taking it easy, having it cosy
Fact: You are going to spend a lot of
time in your apartment (or wherever
you hang your hat) over the next few
months. Learn to enjoy it. Make your
home as nice as possible. Clean your
house, stock up on candles, blankets,
food and booze. Board games and
books. Borrow some DVDs. Download
seasons of ‘The Wire’ or ‘Mad Men’ or
whatever else strikes your fancy. Burn
some incense. Bake cakes. Take it easy.
Remember that nothing really happens
in Iceland from around November eight
to March fifth (give or take – save for
the holidays, and some partying), and
be happy that you can relax without
feeling like you’re missing everything.
Have lots of dinner parties
This is what January and February in
Reykjavík are all about. Cook strange
new dishes, have friends over, have
strangers over, play board games, drink
heavily, wind up at some bar or other at
four AM. It’s all in the game.

Visit friends and family
Be sure that you are not the only one
that went ahead and transformed their
apartment into a den of cosy excellence
for the winter. Your friends and family
probably did that, too, and most of those
people are really nice! Go and visit all
of them, eat their food, drink their coffee and bask in the warm glow of their
personalities.
Don’t have any friends?
There’s always the library!
Go to the library. You can get all sorts
of books, comics, music and stuff there.
You can hang out there all day if you
want, or you can get a library card and
check out a stash to bring home.
Don’t like to read? Engage in
some WINTER SPORTS
There is a worldwide consensus that
winter sports are way awesome. Need
convincing? Well, think about it for a
second. There’s skiing, snowboarding,
ice-skating, curling, sledding (including bobsledding!), ice hockey, throwing snowballs at people, building snow
men, that crazy sport where you cross
country ski with a rif le, AND MORE!
Now, if your bag is ice-skating or
snowman building (or anything that
doesn’t require a steep hill), you can
do that within the confines of Reykjavík as long as there’s snow. The downtown pond is an excellent place to skate
when it’s frozen over, and there are
also indoor skating rinks in Laugardalur (www.skautaholl.is) and Egilshöll
(www.egilsholl.is). For skiing or snowboarding you’ll need to go out of town.
But you don’t need to sweat it. Bláfjöll
(www.skidasvaedi.is) is a mere 25-minute drive out of Reykjavík, and it’s definitely worth the ride. You can also venture further out of town, to places like
Akureyri, Ísafjörður and Eskifjörður
for longer trips.
We’re pretty sure there’s no place
in Iceland that’s been destined for bobsledding or skiing with a rif le, but why
not use the opportunity and create one?
If you are a tourist over for a brief
visit and you left all your winter sports
equipment back home, remember
that you can rent most of it on location (availability permitting – do your
research!). Also that there are often
organised tours for that kind of stuff.
Ask any tourist information office, or
browse through all the wonderful ads
in this very issue.
Go swimming
This is always true, as Iceland’s swimming pools are always lovely, but going

swimming during winter is for some
reason especially nice. Take our word.
Go swimming. Soak in the hot tub. Feel
your troubles and the SAD melt away.
Have a getaway, romantic
style!
If you don’t have someone to engage in
a romantic getaway with, you should
focus on finding someone. That will
be a nice task for the winter, and you
can disregard everything else on this
list (however, having a cosy apartment,
being well read and all active in winter
sports certainly can’t harm your chances with potential partners). If you do,
however, you’re all set for a romantic
getaway. It is a perfect way to shake of
the winter gloomies and any Seasonal
Affective Disorder you might have acquired.
And you have so many options! If
you are member of a union, you can
likely get a summer cottage with a hot
tub (perfect for gazing at the Aurora
Borealis in) and other niceties for cheap
(make sure to reserve it in time). You
can also get a room for CHEAP WINTER RATES at any of the nice hotels
lining the country (Hótel Rangá in the
South of Iceland and Hótel Búðir by
Snæfellsjökull, for instance).
You could drive to any of the excellent natural hot pots in Iceland and
soak for the night while gazing up at
stars and Northern Lights (try the excellent ‘Thermal Pools In Iceland’ by
Jón G. Snæland and Þóra Sigurbjörnsdóttir for locations and descriptions
of pretty much all of them). You don’t
even need to spend the night.
Or you could try for a farm retreat
at one of the many farm accommodation (www.farmholidays.is) lining the
country. They are off-season as well,
and the quality might surprise you.
Make sure to catch some
daylight
Finally, the gap for catching daylight is
getting shorter by the day (until December’s Winter Solstice, where it will start
getting longer by the day – but by then
the margin is so short that you won’t really notice) so make sure to get out of
your house or place of employment for
a few hours while the sun feigns shining over this desolate rock in the North
Atlantic. It will make a difference.
Also, take your vitamins and drink
your lýsi. That also makes a huge difference.

haukur s. magnússon
Páll Hilmarsson

Full Circle Passport
The Full Circle Passport is our most
popular passport. With it you can travel
around Iceland’s ring road with our
scheduled busses. It is perfect for those
who do not wish to plan too much
ahead as it connects you with all the
other bus routes available. Still, some
of Icelands most interesting locations
are found on the no. 1 ring road. The
passport takes you to Goðafoss, Mývatn,
Skaftafell and Jökulsárlón just to name
a few exciting destinations. At locations
such as Reykjavík, Akureyri, Egilsstaðir

and Selfoss you can get connected
with many tours and schedules taking
you to all of which Iceland has to offer.
You have a choice between all of our
different schedules running along a
particular route so you will often have
a few different possible departure times
further increasing your freedom while in
Iceland. This is the perfect way to experience the most of Iceland with the freedom and flexibility of our bus network
all the while being the most affordable
way to travel around Iceland.

Coming up: Next summer!
Here is a preview:

Single tickets
Day tours
Bus passports
Sterna will be running the
scheduled busses between
Reykjavík and Landeyjahöfn
this Summer. Be sure not miss
out on Vestmannaeyjar!

www.sterna.is - sterna@sterna.is - 551 1166
Buy on-line or at BSÍ Bus Terminal
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Flight and daytour provided by Air Iceland in collaboration with Nonna Travel.
Book daytour: +354 570 3030 or www.airiceland.is
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True North
Eyjafjörður and Akureyri deliver an authentic slice of Icelandic life

Words
Eimear Fitzgerald
Photography
Joseph Henry Von Ritter

”

A million miles from
the internationalisation
and hubbub of Reykjavík,
and among the snowy,
sheep pens of Eyjafjörður,
I had found my very own
authentic slice of life,
Icelandic style.

On arriving in Iceland, it generally follows that tourists are bombarded with advertisements to experience either of two things. Firstly to spend time
and money immersed in the cultural, culinary and
creative honey-pot that is Reykjavík or secondly, to
get away from everything and disappear into the
country’s solitary landscapes and raw wilderness
in a jeep. It strikes me that there’s not so much emphasis placed on promoting what lies between the
two.
But on a recent trip to Akureyri and its surrounding countryside, I found a quiet, humbling
and extremely sincere part of Iceland that lies
somewhere between the rush and clamour of the
capital and the intense postcard landscapes of glacial peaks and dramatic waterfalls.
No security for this glorified tin can
Arriving at Reykjavík Airport, the first thing that
struck me was that there were no security checks
to pass through. In fact Iceland is one of the few
countries where security checks aren’t mandatory
on domestic flights. The reason, I discovered from

some friendly check-in staff, is that the planes are
so small they probably wouldn’t make it far even
if someone did ever try to hijack one. Well that’s
comforting to know (I think?).
After a turbulent flight, which made me all too
aware of the fact that I was hurtling though space
in a glorified tin can, my companion and I landed
in Akureyri Airport. Pulling into this tiny airport in
the snow was charming enough, until the pilot got
out and had a chat with us while he fiddled with
something on the propeller. It took the meaning of
personal service to a whole new level.
Visions of Eyjafjörður
Bearing a big sign and a bigger smile Ana Korbar,
our tour guide from Nonni Travel, greeted us in arrivals and gathered us up into her cosy 4x4. The
plan for our half-day trip was to head north around
the sixty kilometres long valley that is Eyjafjörður,
the longest fjord in central northern Iceland. We
would be stopping for a visit at a local farm, before
moving on towards Grenivík, an isolated village in
the north of Eyjafjörður. From there we would track

back along the valley, to finish up in Akureyri later
that evening.
With the snow having seriously set in visibility
was low, but the clouds hung just high enough to
make out the mountain peaks that lined the valley.
As we drove out through the white countryside,
a few hardy wild rabbits scurried across the frozen fields, and some solitary looking birds of prey
swooped along the banks of the river Eyjafjarðará,
hoping to catch a glimpse of dinner among the
cracks in the forming ice.
Full of curiosity and questions we chatted about
local geography, history, economics, philosophy,
cooking… pretty much everything actually with our
Slovakian guide Ana, who has lived in the region
for over twenty years. There wasn’t really much that
she couldn’t answer, or didn’t venture information
on for that matter.
The valley is a surprisingly fertile part of the
country, with dairy farming being the primary type
of agriculture in the area. Fishing is also another
major industry and a high sector of employment for
those who choose not to work in Akureyri.

Always best price online.
Various online-offers to all Air Iceland's
www.airiceland.is
websales@airiceland.is / tel. +354 570 3030
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Polar Hester runs horse trekking tours and farm holidays all summer from April to the
end of October. See www.polarhestar.is for more details.
Nonni Travel runs a wide range of daytours and activity tours year-round.
For more info see www.nonnitravel.is
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“The locals don’t laugh at us anymore”
Our first pit stop was to call in on Juliane and Stéfan
at their farm at Grýtubakki. Pulling off our boots, we
were treated to hot coffee, home baked skúffukaka,
kleinur and biscuits in the company of three Finnish
riders and a handful of contented looking cats.
The couple have been running their sheep farm,
which incidentally has the oldest sheep pens in the
area, for twenty-five years. They also run a horse
riding business, Polar Hestar, offering accommodation and trekking to people who come from
all over the world every year to experience a little
slice of this couples incredibly warm hospitality.
After starting up in the mid eighties doing horse
treks for one or two people, to much local snickering according to Stéfan, the pair have built their
business to a stock of one hundred and twenty-five
horses and are fully booked each summer. “The
locals don’t laugh at us anymore,” Juliane proudly
remarked.
Many of their guests are return customers (with

one group having returned up to eighteen times)
and the incredible artwork that they leave in the
farms guestbook is a testament to the special mark
that this place and this couple leave on all who
meet them.
It was a chore to drag ourselves away from the
cosy living room; the scrumptious home baked
goods and the enlightening chats about life and
love in the rural north. But there were some rams
and chickens and goodness knows what else
which were eager to meet us, so we didn’t want to
disappoint.
Checking out the couple’s menagerie of sheep,
cats, rabbits and chickens bought our visit to a very
funny end, the horny old rams were particularly curious about the new female company and one the
Icelandic horses was so cuddly looking he even enticed me enough to jump up on its back, which was
pretty special considering I’m terrified of horses.

What I find so special about rural villages in Iceland is their relative self-sufficiency and the level
of local services provided in comparison to many
rural villages back home in Ireland. The fact that
such a tiny settlement has a wonderful swimming
pool, church, school, grocery store, a campsite and
a café was really surprising. The fish processing
plant provides employment for many of the locals,
and our guide Ana mentioned that people often get
their eggs, vegetables and meat from local producers too. Despite the dimming November light, the
brewing storm and frozen fields, the place held a
charm all of its own.
En route back along Eyjafjörður to Akureyri, the
island of Hrísey, Iceland’s second largest island,
lay just off shore but unfortunately wasn’t visible
due to the fog. Hrísey has a population of around
three hundred and is actually the only place where
rjúpa (Ptarmigans, or Snow Chickens as Ana called
them) are protected from game hunters.

Grenivík, Hrísey and snow chickens
Travelling on, we came to the village of Grenivík.

Slices of LIFE
With only a short time to spend in Akureyri, we
checked into the Nonni Travel offices for a quick
warming coffee with owner Helena Dejak who
has run the business for twenty years. We chatted about the differences in atmosphere between
Reykjavík and Akureyri. The slower pace of life is
instantly palpable in this, Iceland’s second city. It
has all the functionality of an urban centre, with
two cinemas, a vibrant local art scene, local and
international cuisine, but without the same rush
that one often experiences in the capital, where so
many people seem to be in a constant hurry to get
ahead and experience everything so intensely.
As we made our way to the airport I looked out
over the quiet snowy harbour to where the mouth
of the River Eyjafjarðará meets the ocean and I
found myself in another world. A million miles from
the internationalisation and hubbub of Reykjavík,
and among the snowy, sheep pens of Eyjafjörður,
I had found my very own authentic slice of life, Icelandic style.
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Christopher Peterka was a panellist at YAIC 2010, and he made
some damn fine points!
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Facebook Is Not Enough
Ideas for creatives connecting with the world beyond the digital revolution

Winter SADness And Stress
Psychologist Paola Cardenas answers your dilemmas
Winter has already arrived,
and winter occasionally
brings SAD. SAD, or Seasonal Affective Disorder, is a
type of depression that is triggered by
the seasons of the year. The most common type of SAD is the winter-onset
depression, sometimes called winter
depression or winter blues. Even though
there is no specific diagnostic test for
the disorder, the common symptoms
of seasonal affective disorder include
depression, low energy, fatigue, crying
spells, irritability, trouble concentrating,
loss of sex drive, changes in sleeping
habits, overeating (especially of carbohydrates) and weight gain.
SAD appears to develop from the
lack of bright light during the winter
months. Exactly how this happens it is
not known but research has found that
bright light changes the chemicals in the
brain and factors like low vitamin D levels in the body are found to be associated with the disorder.
Light therapy, or phototherapy, is one
option for treating SAD, since increased
light exposure has shown to improve
symptoms. There are also light gadgets,
like lamps and light visors that are sold
in drugstores that claim to treat the disorder. Additionally, psychotherapy and
increased social support can also help
people who suffer from seasonal affective disorder. And if you have some extra
money and time, a trip to the Caribbean
might save you the embarrassment of
wearing light visors in the office.
Here are your dilemmas and my answers to them:
I feel stressed all the time. I’ve tried
yoga as you suggested but I still feel
overwhelmed. Do you have any other advice on how to manage stress?
The high cost of living, overdue bills,
unemployment, uncertainty, family troubles and modern life annoyances can
leave us feeling exhausted and stressed.
We all seem to manage stress differently and what represents overwhelming stress for some people may not be
perceived as stress by others. Stress is
a normal part of our lives and for some
people it seems to be commonplace. It is
a normal reaction to events that trouble
us or make us feel endangered, and a
way for our body to defend us from the
possibility of threat. Stress is not always bad and it can help us stay alert
and active, and in some situations it can
even save our lives by giving us the ex-

tra strength to defend ourselves or the
extra focus to react quickly to threatening situations. Stress releases powerful neurochemicals and hormones that
prepare us for action but prolonged,
continuous and uncontrollable stress
can damage our physical and/or mental
health.
The body does not seem to differentiate between physical and psychological threats. When we are stressed over
an argument with a family member, losing our jobs, deadlines, or a ton of bills,
our body reacts just as powerfully as if
we were facing a life-or-death situation. If we have a lot of responsibilities or
worries, our emergency stress response
may be turned on most of the time, and
the more this response is activated the
harder it might be to shut off.
Poorly managed stress can manifest itself in a variety of emotional, behavioural, and even physical symptoms
that vary among different individuals.
Common physical symptoms of excess
stress include sleep difficulties, muscle
tension, headaches, stomach problems,
and fatigue. Emotional and behaviour
symptoms include nervousness, anxiety,
changes in eating habits, mood changes, excessive cigarette smoking and
even drug and/or alcohol abuse.
Stress might seem overwhelming at
times, but there are several things that
can be done to manage it. Regular exercise hinders the production of stress
hormones and associated neurochemicals and can even help us combat anxiety and depression. Meditation, yoga,
and relaxation can also help us control
our levels of stress by activating the
body’s relaxation response and when
practiced regularly can increase our
ability to stay calm and composed under
pressure. Eliminating drug use or drinking in moderation can also help us cope
with or eliminate stress. Creating structure and routine can also help us reduce
stress by generating predictability in our
lives and diminishing the unexpected.
Last but not least, a strong support network of friends and family can also be a
source of strength to help us cope with
stress.

Paola Cardenas

A few weeks after attending
the ‘You Are In Control’ conference in Reykjavík, I am
once again sitting in an airplane. As we descend into the airspace of
Europe’s neutral island of Switzerland, I
am looking out of the window and down
on the Alps’ snow-covered mountain
tops, recalling all the open questions,
worries, and hopes uttered by the creative minds that had gathered from all
over the world at the “Bay of Smoke”.
Reykjavík, it seems in year three after
the downfall of Iceland’s financial economy, is coming along famously against
all odds, if we consider the enormous
socio-economic tensions and dramatic
changes it is going through. A comedian
rules the world’s most Northern capital,
and the percentage of creative economy
within national economy is higher than
in any other European country. The
pressure to change does not stem from
a few intellectuals’ efforts, but from the
whole populace!
Once again I had the impression
that Iceland is where the central lab for
researching a new society of Western
parameters is situated. The questions
posed at the YAIC only seemed to deal
with the special interests of a small minority of “creatives”—that have become
a dangerously hyped species after all,
not the least through the popular claims
of a Richard Florida. No, this is not
about the better film editing software or

the new IT typography. It’s about the big
questions that concern people standing
on the very pillars of their own service
and information society, discovering
creativity as the central driving force of
individual and above all collective success in a global world. They’re asking
themselves and they’re asking us: How
do we plan to grow and develop, if we
never learn to seriously honour a defeat
as an important requisite for success—
for real, not just for a bohemian sense of
pleasure? How can collaboration models
lead us faster to smarter and more effective solutions? What kind of politics—
beyond empty promises and appeasing
rhetoric—does it take to avoid being controlled by corporations?
The answers obviously lie in the
hands of a young American. With Facebook, Mark Zuckerberg made those
people possessing the privilege of their
own internet access an offer they could
not refuse. A privilege, by the way, that
ought to be declared a human right at
once! Since it is so technically accessible,
so easy to use and so evident a means of
communicating, there are more people
on Facebook today than there are people
in the whole of Europe. In 2011, Facebook will statistically be the most populated country in the world. The answers
and solutions to almost all open questions are negotiated on Facebook. It is
time for us to understand about the serious impact this probably most power-

ful instrument of democracy possesses
these days. Pictures from a birthday
party are one thing, but open debate,
transparent crowd sourcing, and the resulting representation of interests are a
remarkably different issue.
But let us go back from grey theory to
its colourful practise. Just as the causal
relation between a strategic use of communicative possibilities on Facebook
and other social networks as demonstrated by The Best Party during the
municipal elections in Reykjavík has
become obvious and has made the connection of the digital and the analogue
world, of new political experiments and
the well-established administrative rule
systems so clearly observable, it is now
for all creative minds to understand that
just being part of it won’t be enough.
Facebook is an instrument. Only
those who play it and while playing it
think of all their co-players—who themselves can be listeners or voters, commentators or collaborators, as well as all
of the above, co-players who don’t consist just of digital profiles, who are more
than brains in a tank, who are taking
part vigorously and with all their senses
in a creative exchange at work, in cafés
or on the couch—only those will realise
the huge potential of our contemporary
creative society.

Christopher Patrick Peterka

The Internets | Online Music

Making Online Music Services Less Taxing
At the beginning of October
there was an article in Fréttablaðið, a free Icelandic
daily newspaper, on the subject of a surcharge on Internet connections, which had been proposed by the
Icelandic copyright bureau STEF and
a new association of performing artists called FHH. The idea behind the
surcharge was to compensate for lost
revenues from illegal downloading and
streaming of artists’ music by collecting a fee from every internet connection
in Iceland, which would be distributed
among songwriters and copyright holders according to some metric. Taxing
people to compensate for theft is not
a new idea and an internet search for
“tax” and “theft” will result in plenty
of arguments that treat the concepts as
interchangeable. In Iceland, a surcharge
has been placed on the sale of everything from cassette recorders to blank
CDs using much the same logic.
The resulting debate from the proposal of this tax has been very positive
even if the idea itself is flawed. Few
would disagree that artists, composers
and other music professionals should be
paid fairly for the sale and distribution
of their music online.
However, a dangerous notion has
taken hold when people discuss the
music consumer in this equation. From
stories about the music industry suing
grandmothers for downloading Metallica albums on Napster to proposals
like this tax that seem to punish the
consumer and assume wrongdoing, the
music fan is increasingly being treated
as a mindless criminal who is incapable
of behaving on the internet. This notion
disregards the social aspect of musical
culture and shifts attention away from
the real failure here, which is the failure

of the creative industries to provide the
right services and adapt to the changes
that the internet has brought to their
business. Music fans want to pay fairly
if they are able to do so, and they will
participate in other ways that benefit the
artists if they are enabled to do so. The
internet is a new way of communication
and has the potential to bring music
makers and the people listening closer
together. Taxing it to redistribute wealth
according to pre-existing monopolies is
the old way of thinking.
Charging a tax on internet connections is unfair first and foremost to
people who use legal music services. It
is also unfair to the other creative industries (such as the film industry and
computer game industry) that are also
affected by people downloading their
intellectual property. We must find
creative ways to solve this problem that
do not involve taxing people or forcing
them to act in a certain way on the internet. For example, I think that the recent
proposal by the French government to
subsidise music cards for younger music purchasers is an excellent idea. This
is a government that previously pushed
for the three-strike rule (whereby you
lose your internet access if you break
copyright law), so proving that progress
can be made in the most unlikely corners.
We should concentrate on providing excellent legal music services that
make the issue of piracy irrelevant. It’s
worth mentioning (and considered by
some in the music business as heresy)
that elements of piracy are used to great
advantage by artists at all levels of their
careers. Music services can learn a lot
about how to create the service side from
defunct services like oink.cd. All that
remains is how to make a sustainable
business that gives music lovers what

“Charging a tax on
internet connections is
unfair first and foremost
to people who use legal
music services. It is
also unfair to the other
creative industries”
they want while being responsible to the
artists and labels that provide the music.
There are several Icelandic music services that are trying to do exactly that,
such as gogoyoko.com, Tonlist.is and
Grapewire.
We should also concentrate on educating people about the existence of
these music services and especially
those that pay artists fairly. We should
encourage people to use these services
when listening to music or buying it online. It will be good for Icelandic businesses, beneficial to Icelandic artists,
and it will strengthen the development
of creative culture in this country. People will act well on the Internet if they
are given the opportunity to do so.
Alex MacNeil is the managing director of
gogoyoko, a music service open all over the world
that supports free streaming of all music on the
site with a clever business model. He also plays
guitar in kimono.

alex macneil
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You can watch Hallgrímur Helgason (whom many of you may
know as 'the author of 101 Reykjavík') perform this poem on
YouTube, Check it out!
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Suit & Tie
A Poem in English About Post-Crash Iceland

By Hallgrímur Helgason
Suit and tie
Suit and tie
We’re deadly afraid of the clever guy
Wearing suit and tie
They used to roam the streets of Reykjavík
And thought they were what made the city tick
From bank to lunch with Nikkei, Dow Jones and
FTSE
Dressed to kill in Armani, Boss and Gucci
Cheerful, laughing, full of self-esteem
The players of our national team
But now you hardly see them anymore
The crisis took them through a different door
Their bank got crunched by Euro, Dollar and Yen
So now they’re trying Tai Chi, Yoga and Zen
Still they’re good in playing the blaming game
The players of our national shame
Iceland: The home of young and retired bosses
And regular people busy counting their losses
The high-flying heroes of good times past
Have come to the ground and had their blast
Hiding inside his fancy house
The bull now meets his inner mouse
And both are dressed in Suit and tie
Suit and tie
Nothing scares like suit and tie

We’re left alone in the Arctic sea
For they left the loan for you and me
To pay
But they
Do have enough to last an eon
Silently kept in the Caribbean
So true, so true
So mad, so bad
But we don’t want back the life we had
Full of lies and numbers high
Enough to keep a country high
On hope of becoming the new Dubai
Where all the women wear Suit and tie
Suit and tie
Suit and tie we kiss goodbye
Communism lasted long
Nations led by Mr. Wrong
Western brokers, young and brave
Went disco dancing on its grave
But victory got to their head
Big ambitions were overfed
The color of blue contained some red
The Wall Street Wall came down one night
And we were all raped by Mr. Right
Capitalism fell on its nose
Died from an overdue overdose
Of arrogance and loneliness
And left the world in a state of mess
We were all fooled by Suit and tie
Suit and tie
Who tricked us, told us: To sell and buy
While speeding across their private skies
Engines fuelled by loans and lies

The boys of Bush and global greed
Left us with a local need
For truth and nothing but the truth
To put inside a confession booth
The Brothers Lehman and all their sons
The neo-cons were just plain cons
In suit and tie
Suit and tie
Trained to loot and taught to lie
Yet we try
To struggle on
A nation betrayed by an evil don
A nation so small you can easily whip
All of it into a cruise line ship
The former captain and his crew
Are still on board but out of view
Sipping on Scotch inside their cabins
And telling jokes like desperate has-beens
Or faking calls
In bathroom stalls
While nervously looking for their balls
We carry on, on a vessel unwell
Steering away from the icebergs of hell
The national body still infected
By the virus we long neglected
Called Suit and tie
Suit and tie
Hoping it won’t make us die
At the airport a father of three
Spends his last in the Duty Free
“We’re going to Norway, to get a life
Wife will study, I’ll be her wife
It’s sad to leave your fatherland
A bit like parting with your hand
But they took the house, they took the car
Does Stavanger have a strip-tease bar?”

And the politician on the TV screen
Speaks of ways to cure the spleen
But his words no longer do apply
For he’s still wearing Suit and tie
Suit and tie
Suit and tie we kiss goodbye
And when you roam the streets of Reykjavík
You spot the signs that made your city sick
Empty houses, vacant office spaces
And way too many fancy meeting places
On the map, nearby the valley parks
The financial district is now shown in quotation
marks
And on the streets and freeways, parking lots
There still are lots and lots
Of black and shiny Range Rover jeeps
Luxurious creeps
Once the symbols of all our national vices
Now they are the coffins of the crisis
Driven by people who died a market-death
But were allowed to prolong their final breath
In suit and tie
Suit and tie
They’re all still wearing their suit and tie
In Germany they have the Nazi outfits
To remind them of the thing that rhymes with...
outfitz
In Iceland we have Suit and tie
Suit and tie
Suit and tie

This poem was first performed at the Kapittel 09 Festival
in Stavanger, Norway, September 16th 2009.

Poetry | Eiríkur Örn Norðdahl

So Is The Wasteland
Oh, alright, I’ll admit it: I don’t
understand most poetry. It
baffles me. I read it, shaking
my head and scowling. I don’t
even understand my own poetry. Objectively speaking, most of it’s just nonsense—like
how many ‘P’s or ‘S’s can I fit into a sentence? How about if I jumble up the sentences of a politician’s speech? What if I put
all the letters in this poem in alphabetical
order? Does that make more sense?
Every time I start unravelling the allusions and metaphors of the poetry I like,
picking apart it’s rhythmical devices and
unsounding its assonance, I draw blanks,
paint myself into a corner and rush off of
cliffs probably not meant for rushing off
of. I get lost in poetry’s circular aphorisms,

its noncommital politics and trivial idiosyncratic observations—I get thrown by its
semantics and semiotics, surprised by its
rhyme and its imagery and derailed by its
linebreaks and crazy indentations. It makes
even less sense than before I started trying
to fit it into my narrow view of what makes
sense.
Put another way, it’s not just that I don’t
understand poetry; it’s that poetry doesn’t
make sense. And to take it a notch further,
the little poetry I do understand, I tend to
dislike—I find it banal, mundane, lacking fervour and strength and I’d like to live my life
not being bothered by it. It feels like a waste
of time and reading it I get a sensation more
akin to having overdosed on blog comments
than approaching the rapture of poetic hi-
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larity/severity/generosity. I feel tired, uninspired and unmoved. If I feel that I can readily “understand” the poem in question—if I
get a clear sense of its moral, social, political
or emotional message—I brush it aside and
move on. Yet I can find logical reasons for
liking the poetry that I don’t like—I can see
its witty metaphors, its righteous politics
and metric rhythms and go: This is good.
But it’s not.
I don’t feel it.
The poetry can be as correct or incorrect as anything else, it can be as funny or
right-on-target as anything else—but it remains exactly that: anything else. It does not

remove itself from the constraints of everyday written or spoken language, does not
leave or jolt the realm of message-giving,
does not venture beyond the art form of, say,
the text message or the Facebook status—
both of which can contain poetry, but don’t
have to. Unlike, for instance, poems—which
are utterly dependent on poetry.
Not surprisingly, then, I prefer poetry
that I don’t understand. It fascinates me,
enlightens and illuminates me—vivifies my
otherwise dormant, stagnacious soul/mind/
heart/body/spirit/breath. And when I say
that I like poetry I don’t understand I don’t
necessarily mean dadaist odes or jumbles of
Zaum—it can seem like perfectly normal text
at a first glance. But it’ll contain something
that’s a little off. Something jilted or tilted or

Elegant surroundings
Superb cuisine
Modern comfort

tainted. A shade of imbalance.
What this boils down to is a dimension
of understanding or feeling (or whatever)
which I can only recognise as religious—a
belief or faith which prompts the reader (or
writer) to jump the gap to join the poem on
the other side. Prompts unearned and unsolicited participation. To shit or get off the
pot, so to speak. I don’t believe in God but I
cannot disavow an illogical belief in poetry
or language, because I cannot find a logical
reason for liking the poetry I like or writing
the poetry I write.
But, in my defence, as one benevolent
critic of my poetry put it: “The work may be
nonsense, but so is The Wasteland.”
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The theory is that if people see their
bodies as a unit and see it in relation
to other bodies, they would be less
likely to commit suicide.
Artist Gardar Eide Einarsson doesn’t know if
this measure actually worked.

PAGE 6

The media unfortunately delivered a
lopsided interpretation with frontpage headlines saying the sale to
Magma is OK, suggesting this was
the end of the case.
According to Björk, the case on Magma Energy is not closed.

PAGE 16

Einar Örn had brought along a gigantic
plastic lobster when he came back from
London. Pop band Stuðmenn fancied
the lobster and made Einar Örn their
manager so they could use the plastic
crustacean in concert.
The history of The Sugarcubes somehow
involves a plastic lobster. But of course.

PAGE 12

The prosecutor himself was a totally inexperienced sheriff from a small town in
the west of Iceland, appointed because
nobody else wanted the job; he had no
knowledge of white collar crime, and a
staff of only three people.
Egill Helgason on Eva Joly came to be an advisor to Iceland’s special prosecutor

PAGE 8

How is it that the one Christian asylum
seeker I met got their application approved within 7 months, while at the
same time my guys have been waiting
two or three years for an answer and
still haven't gotten one?
Kolfinna Baldvinsdóttir keeps fighting on
behalf of asylum seekers

PAGE 12

Stltoday.com, a St. Louis, Missouri
news website, ran a story this month
that the Lincoln County Sheriff’s Office
was investigating a scam whereby the
alleged Icelandic lottery was to pay
out Missouri residents, winners of the
so-called Icelandic office of the MTA
Sweepstakes, after a one-time-handling
fee of USD 1.000.00. “Winners” received
fake cheques under the name of the
Icelandic Lottery.
A New Nigerian Icelandic Email Lottery Scam?
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So guess what! Some Nordic initiative or other is happening these days (where would the Reykjavík culture scene
be without the Nordic House and all those Nordic initiatives? A lot less interesting, that’s for sure) and one of the
sweet bits is that they’re bringing back the awesome Norwegian outfit Datarock to destroy us with their amazing
live show once again. As if that Airwaves ’06 performance
wasn’t enough. Jeez. We’re excited already.
Datarock should need no introduction. If you have no idea
who they are, go hang out on the internet for a while and
get yourself acquainted (SPOILER: they are from Bergen,
Norway, they are a DIY-style outfit, they like to wear
red tracksuits whilst performing their infectious discogroove-rock-whatever songs (you come up with a better
description!) and their live show is stunning). We e-mailed
them some questions to prepare for the show and guess
what – they answered. So read on to get yrself all hyped
up for their show.
Although some of our readers have no idea who you
are, I know a lot of them have been waiting for y'all
to come back ever since you crushed the audience
at Iceland Airwaves 2006. Do you have recollections
of that visit? Was it good for you, too?
It was probably better for us. In fact, we got our first orgasm that night! Airwaves was great in '06, and the Blue
Lagoon was nice with the Ibiza slash Miami like party.
From the show, we remember an audience who truly
knew how to party.
How does appearing at a festival such as Iceland
Airwaves compare to your own shows? Do you have
to compromise at all, or does playing your own
shows just mean more stage time?
We don't have the intellect to compromise anything, so
we see no difference. Of course at festivals like that you
have industry people checking you out, but that’s no different to any other show.
What can we expect from your show? It's been three
years since I saw you destroy By:larm with what
looked like three hundred people on stage with you.
Do you bring those folks on tour? Will it just be the
core band on stage? Or will you maybe try recruiting
Icelanders for the purpose?
Who knows? Perhaps. But we'll be four guys in red tracksuits coming up from Bergen. Usually that's the four who
do the show. Occasionally we'll have additional people,
like the 100 we brought for the Norwegian Grammies, but
hey—only back home, man.
Let's talk about the tracksuits: will you retire them
at any point? Or are they an inseparable from your
music and general aesthetic?
It's like the black Spiderman suit, man. It's become part of
who we are.
Datarock will perform tonight at NASA, along with Retro
Stefson and Berndsen. Their appearance is part of the
Ting – Nordic Art Festival, which also features performances from Wildbirds and Peacedrums, Hjaltalín, Schola
Cantorum and Skatebård. More info at
www.norraenahusid.is/ting
By Haukur S. Magnússon

DATAROCK IS COMING BACK!
Tonight. Hurry up and get tickets!

MUSIC
CONCERTS & NIGHTLIFE IN NOVEMBER
Prescribing with love
music for your live
experience
How to use the listings
Venues are listed alphabetically by day.
For complete listings and detailed information
on venues visit www.grapevine.is
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Austur
22:00 Live DJ
B5
22:00 DJ Símon
Bakkus/Venue
22:00 Dj Öfull
23:00 The Esoteric Gender
00:30 Worm is Green
Café Oliver
22:00 Girls Night. DJ Maggi & Brynar
Már.
Café Rosenberg
22:00 Danny Malone (US), Peter Peik
(DE), Lára Player, Jóhann Kristinsson.
Celtic Cross
22:00 Live music.
Den Danske Kro
22:00 Live music. Sing-along night.
Dubliner
22:00 Live music.
English Pub
22:00 Live music.
Faktorý
22:00 Dr Spock
1000ISK
Gerðuberg
12:15 Classical music for lunch.
Háskólabíó
20:00 Páll Óskar and Iceland Symphony Orchestra. 4700 / 4400 ISK.
Hemmi og Valdi
19:00 - 01:30 Aftershock music festival
off-venue, various musicians.
Hressó
22:00 Dafton followed by DJ Fúsi
Hverfisbarinn
Funky Friday - old school funk and hip
hop.
Kaffibarinn
22:00 DJ KGB
NASA
Data Rock (NO), Retro Stefson and
Berndsen. 2000/1500ISK (from midi.is).
P
16:30-20:00 Happy Hour.
20:00 Lounge Friday
Prikið
22:00 Þórður the accordionist. DJ Danni
Deluxe.
Risið
00:00 Postive Vibrations
Salurinn, Kópavogur
Björn Thoroddsen's Guitar Fest. 2900
ISK.
Sódóma
22:00 Hjálmar with special guests Nolo.
1500ISK.
Thorvaldsen
22:00 Live DJ.
Tjarnarbíó
Hunting the Robot (NL), Kleinstadthelden (DE), GERIKO (FR),
World Service (NO), California
Stories Uncovered (PL).
Vegamót
22:00 Live DJ
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Austur
22:00 Live DJ
Austurbær
20:00 Buddy Holly Musical. 4300 ISK.
B5
22:00 DJ Jóhann Valur
Bakkus/Venue
22:00 Dj Árni Sveins
23:00 Venue: Ting Presents Bergen
Artists 1000ISK
Café Oliver
22:00 Girls Night. DJ Maggi & Brynar
Már.
Café Rosenberg
22:00 Danny Malone (US), Peter
Peik (DE), Lára Player, Jóhann
Kristinsson.
Celtic Cross
22:00 Live music.
Den Danske Kro
22:00 Live music. Sing-along night.
Dubliner
22:00 Live music.
English Pub
22:00 Live music.
Faktorý
22:00 Fuzz Fest á Faktorý
Free
Fríkirkjan
Hjaltalín and Wild Birds & Peace
Drums. (part of Ting Festival)
3900/2900ISK (from midi.is)
Háskólabíó
17:00 Páll Óskar and The Iceland
Symphony Orchestra. 4700 / 4400ISK.
Havarí
16:00 Náttfari
Hemmi og Valdi
18:00 - 01:00 Aftershock music
festival off-venue. Various Musicians.
Hressó
22:00 Live Band followed by DJ Fúsi
Hverfisbarinn
DJs playing hip hop, R&B, house and
funk until the morning.
Kaffibarinn
22:00 FKNHNDSM DJs w/Jann
Marius
P
21:00 Lounge Saturday
Prikið
24:00 DJ Addi.
Salurinn, Kópavogur
Björn Thoroddsen's Guitar Fest.
2900 ISK.
Sódóma
22:00 Sverrir Stormsker and Kalli
Bjarni.
The Icelandic Opera
20:00 Rigoletto. 5900 ISK
Thorvaldsen
22:00 Live DJ.
Vegamót
22:00 Live DJ.
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Bakkus/Venue
Whiskey Sunday. Whiskey and Guinness 600ISK
Café Oliver
Live music.
Celtic Cross
22:00 Live music.
Den Danske Kro
22:00 Live music.
Dubliner
22:00 Live music.
English Pub
22:00 Live music.
Gerðuberg

13:15 Classical music for lunch.
Heimi og Valdi
18:00-22:00 Aftershock music festival
off-venue. Various musicians.
Prikið
22:00 Hangover Movie Night: Salem´s
Lot. Popcorn and cola special.
The Icelandic Opera
20:00 Rigoletto. 5900ISK.
Salurinn, Kópavogur
20:00 Helgi Björnsson remembers
Hauks Morteins. Concert.
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|MON

Balthazar
Tango practica.
Bakkus/Venue
21:00 Movie Night: “Heartworn
Highways” (James Szalapski, 1976)
Café Oliver
Margarita Monday. 2 for 1 		
margaritas. Live music by Raggi
Troubadour.
Café Rosenberg
21:00 Robin Nolan
Den Danske Kro
22:00 Live music.
Dubliner
22:00 Live music.
English Pub
22:00 Live music.
Kaffi Zimsen
Best friends day. Beer offer.
Prikið
21:00 The fortune teller. Red wine &
cheese for 2 at 1000ISK.
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Café Oliver
Live karaoke night.
Café Rosenberg
21:00 Robin Nolan
Den Danske Kro
22:00 Live music.
Dubliner
22:00 Live music.
English Pub
22:00 Live music.
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Austur
Live jazz groove.
Bakkus/Venue
22:00 Dj Cool in the Pool
Café Oliver
Live music.
Café Rosenberg
21:00 Robin Nolan
Den Danske Kro
22:00 Live music & pop-quiz.
Dubliner
22:00 Live music.
English Pub
22:00 Live music.
Hverfisbarinn
Live music. Special offers.
Kaffitár café
20:00 Tango Milonga.
Kaffi Zimsen
Playday. Offers at the bar when the
bells rings.
Kaffibarinnn
22:00 Extreme Chill - Jafet Melge /
Pulse (Italy) / Beatmakin Troop / DJ
Andre
Kjarvalsstaðir
22:00 Tríó VEI
Possible Entrance Fee
Prikið
DJ Addi. Big brother/little brother
beer special.

Music & Entertainment | Venue finder
Amsterdam
Hafnarstræti 5 | D2

Celtic Cross
Hverfisgata 26 | E4

Apótek
Austurstræti 16 | E3

Dillon
Laugavegur 30 | F5

Austur
Austurstræti 7 | E3

Dubliner
Hafnarstræti 4 | D3

B5
Bankastræti 5 | E3

English Pub
Austurstræti 12 | D2

Babalú
Skólavörðustígur 22 | G5

Glaumbar
Tryggvagata 20 | D2

Bar 11
Laugavegur 11 | E4

Highlander
Lækjargata 10 | E3

Barbara
Laugavegur 22 | F6

Hressó
Austurstræti 20 | E3

Bjarni Fel
Austurstræti 20 | E3

Hverfisbarinn
Hverfisgata 20 | E4

Boston
Laugavegur 28b | F5

Jacobsen
Austurstræti 9 | E3

Café Cultura
Hverfisgata 18 | E4

Kaffi Zimsen
Hafnarstræti 18 | D3

Café Paris
Austurstræti 14 | E3

Kaffibarinn
Bergstraðastræti 1 | E4

Balthazar
Hafnarstræti 1-3| D2

Karamba
Laugavegur 22 | F4

NASA
Þorvaldsenstræti 2 | E3
Nýlenduvöruverzlun Hemma
& Valda
Laugavegur 21 | E4
Næsti Bar
Ingólfstræti 1A | E3
Óliver
Laugavegur 20A | F5
Ölstofan
Vegamótastígur | E4
Prikið
Bankastræti | E3
Rósenberg
Klapparstígur 25 | E4
Sódóma Reykjavík
Tryggvagata 22 | D3
Sólon
Bankastræti 7A | E3
Thorvaldsen
Austurstræti 8 | D2
Vegamót
Vegamótastígur 4 | E4
Venue
Tryggvagata 22 | D3

Tjarnarbíó
20:30 Rúnár Þórisson and guests
1.500ISK
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B5
22:00 Sjonni Brink and Vignir Snær
Bakkus/Venue
22:00 Venue B-Waves Bakkus/
Venue off-venue concerts.
22:00 DJ Einar Sonic.
Café Oliver
22:00 Ingó Weathergod.
Café Rosenberg
21:00 Robin Nolan
Den Danske Kro
22:00 Live music.
Dillon Rock Bar
Live music.
Dubliner
22:00 Live music.
English Pub
22:00 Live music.
Faktorý
21:00 Lay Low, Rökkurró and Of
Monsters and Men. 1000ISK
Háskólabíó
20:00 Chaplin´s City Lights with The
Iceland Symphony Orchestra. 2500
ISK.
Hressó
22:00 Troubadors Bödi and Davið
Kaffi Zimsen
Ólafsvaka. Beer offer.
Kaffibarinnn
22:00 DJ Kári
Kofi Tómasar Frænda
22:00 Troubadour.
P
18:00 Cocktail Thursday. Cocktails
600ISK
Prikið
DJ Benni B Ruff. 1.2L beer at 1000ISK
Sódóma
22:00 Deep Purple Tribute.
Thorvaldson
20:30 Salsa dancing night.
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Austur
22:00 Live DJ
B5
22:00 DJ Jóhann Valur
Bakkus/Venue
22:30 Hunk of a Man
22:00 Venue: 80’s punk band legend
Q4U & Friends
Café Oliver
22:00 Girls Night. DJ Maggi & Brynar
Már.
Café Rosenberg
22:00 Varsjárbandalagið
Celtic Cross
22:00 Live music.
Den Danske Kro
22:00 Live music & sing-along night.
Dubliner
22:00 Live music.
English Pub
22:00 Live music.
Faktorý
22:00 Gun Outfit (USA)
1000ISK		
Gerðuberg
12:15 Classical music for lunch.
Háskólabíó
20:00 Chaplin´s City Lights with The
Iceland Symphony Orchestra. 2500
ISK.
Hressó
22:00 Prenta and DJ Fannar
Hverfisbarinn
Funky Friday - Old school funk and
hip hop.
Kaffibarinnn
22:00 Maggi Lego
P
16:30 - 20:00 Happy Hour
20:00 Lounge Friday
Prikið
22:00 Þórður the accordionist.
24:00 DJ Krúsi
Sódóma
22:00 Pearl Jam Tribute
Thorvaldsen
22:00 Live DJ.
Vegamót
22:00 Live DJ
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Austur
22:00 Live DJ
Austurbær
20:00 Buddy Holly Musical. 4300 ISK.
B5
22:00 DJ Símon
Bakkus/Venue
22:00 Dj KGB
Café Oliver
22:00 Girls Night. DJ Maggi & Brynar
Már.
Café Rosenberg
22:00 Varsjárbandalagið
Celtic Cross
22:00 Live music.
Den Danske Kro
22:00 Live music & sing-along night.
Dubliner
22:00 Live music.
English Pub
22:00 Live music.
Faktorý
14:00 Gun Outfit (USA)

1000ISK
Háskólabíó
14:00 & 17:00 Chaplin´s A Dog´s Life
and The Idle Class with The Iceland
Symphony Orchestra. 2500 ISK.
Havarí
16:00 Gun Outfit (US)
Hemmi og Valdi
11:00 - 03:00 DJ Danni.
Hressó
22:00 Lost in Mars and DJ Fannar
Hverfisbarinn
DJs playing hip hop, R&B, house and
funk until the morning.
Kaffibarinnn
22:00 Alfons X
P
22:00 Lounge Saturday
Prikið
24:00 DJ Addi
The Icelandic Opera
20:00 Rigoletto. 5900 ISK
Sódóma
22:00 Sólstafir, XIII, Stafrænn Hákon,
Skálmöld
Thorvaldsen
22:00 Live DJ.
Vegamót
22:00 Live DJ
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Bakkus/Venue
Whiskey Sunday – Whiskey and
Guiness 600ISK
Café Oliver
22:00 Live music.
Celtic Cross
22:00 Live music.
Den Danske Kro
22:00 Live music.
Dubliner
22:00 Live music.
English Pub
22:00 Live music.
Gerðuberg
13:15 Classical music for lunch.
Prikið Austur
22:00 Live DJ
22:00 Hangover Movie Night:
Rosemary's Baby.
The Icelandic Opera
20:00 Rigoletto. 5900 ISK
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|Mon

Balthazar
Tango practica.
Bakkus/Venue
21:00 Movie night: Harold and
Maude (Hal Ashby, 1971)
Café Oliver
Live music Raggi Troubadour. 2 for 1
margaritas.
Café Rosenberg
21:00 TBA
Den Danske Kro
22:00 Live music.
Dubliner
22:00 Live music.
English Pub
22:00 Live music.
Kaffi Zimsen
Best friends day. Beer offer.
Prikið
21:00 DJ Geoff. The fortune teller.
Redwine & Cheese for 2 at 1000ISK.
Sólon
20:00 Salsa Night.
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Austur
Live jazz groove.
Café Oliver
Live karaoke night.
Café Rosenberg
21:00 Hera Ólafsdóttir
Den Danske Kro
22:00 Live music & beer bingo.
Dubliner
22:00 Live music.
English Pub
22:00 Live music.
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Bakkus/Venue
22:00 Country Night with Dj Elvar
Auxpan
Austur
Live jazz groove.
Austurbær
Kristján Jóhannson
4400ISK
Café Rosenberg
21:00 TBA
Hverfisbarinn
Live music. Special offers.
Kaffitár café
20:00 Tango Milonga.
Kaffi Zimsen
Playday. Offers at the bar when the
bells rings.
Kaffibarinnn
22:00 Hellert & Hilmar (Reggae Dub
Session)
Prikið
DJ Árni Kocoon. Big brother/little
brother beer special.

|THU
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Café Rosenberg
22:00 Kristín Bergs

Hverfisbarinn
Live music. Special offers.
Kaffitár café
20:00 Tango Milonga.
Kaffi Zimsen
Playday. Offers at the bar when the
bells rings.
Kaffibarinnn
22:00 Hellert & Hilmar (Reggae Dub
Session)
Hresso
22:00 Troubadors Jogvan and Vignir
Prikið
DJ Árni Kocoon. Big brother/little
brother beer special.
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Austur
22:00 Live DJ
B5
22:00 DJ Leifur
Bakkus/Venue
22:00 Dj Einar Sonic
Café Oliver
22:00 Girls Night. DJ Maggi & Brynar
Már.
Café Rosenberg
22:00 Grímur - jazz funk
Celtic Cross
22:00 Live music.
Den Danske Kro
22:00 Live music. Sing-along night.
Dubliner
22:00 Live music.
English Pub
22:00 Live music.
Faktorý
21:00 Rollveisla - Endless Dark,
Reason To Believe, Finnegan. 500ISK
Gerðuberg
12:15 Classical music for lunch.
Hressó
22:00 Troubadors Jogvan and Vignir
Hverfisbarinn
Funky Friday. Old school funk and
hip hop.
Kaffibarinnn
22:00 Sexy Lazer
P
16:30 - 20:00 Happy Hour
20:00 Lounge Friday
Prikið
22:00 Friskó (Franz & Kristó).
24:00 DJ Gísli
Salurinn, Kópavogur
20:00 Ívar Helgason release concert.
3500 ISK.
The Icelandic Opera
20:00 Rigoletto. 5900 ISK
Thorvaldsen
22:00 Live DJ.
Vegamót
22:00 Live DJ.
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Austur
22:00 Live DJ
Austurbær
20:00 Buddy Holly Musical. 4300 ISK.
B5
22:00 DJ Jóhann Valur
Bakkus/Venue
22:00 Dj Benson is FANTASTIC!
Café Oliver
22:00 Girls Night. DJ Maggi & Brynar
Már.
Café Rosenberg
22:00 Melchor
Celtic Cross
22:00 Live music.
Den Danske Kro
22:00 Live music. Sing-along night.
Dubliner
22:00 Live music.
English Pub
22:00 Live music.
Havarí
16:00 TBA
Hressó
22:00 Menn Ársins
Hverfisbarinn
DJs playing hip hop, R&B, house and
funk until the morning.
Kaffibarinnn
22:00 Pabbahelgi - DJ Magic & B
Ruff
P
21:00 Lounge Saturday
Prikið
24:00 DJ Danni Deluxe.
Salurinn, Kópavogur
20:00 Selma Björns release concert
"Alla leið til Texas". 2900 ISK.
Sódóma
22:00 L'Esprit du Clan (FR) and
Changer
Thorvaldsen
22:00 Live DJ.
Vegamót
22:00 Live DJ
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Bakkus/Venue
22:00 Whiskey Sunday – Whiskey and
Guinness 600ISK
Café Oliver
Live music.
Café Rosenberg
21:00 Spottarnir

MUSIC
CONCERTS & NIGHTLIFE IN NOVEMBER
Celtic Cross
22:00 Live music.
Den Danske Kro
22:00 Live music.
Dubliner
22:00 Live music.
English Pub
22:00 Live music.
Gerðuberg
13:15 Classical music for lunch.
Prikið
22:00 Hangover Movie Night:
Nightmare on Elm Street I.
The Icelandic Opera
20:00 Rigoletto. 5900ISK
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|Mon

Balthazar
Tango practica.
Bakkus/Venue
21:00 Movie Night: “Teknolust”
(Lynn Hershman Leeson, 2003).
Feministic cyborg sci-fi
20:00 Venue Ljóðahátið Nýhils
Poetry/Music Festival
Café Oliver
Margarita Monday. 2 for 1 margaritas.
Live music by Raggi Troubadour.
Café Rosenberg
21:00 Jón Tryggvi and Uni
Den Danske Kro
22:00 Live music.
Dubliner
22:00 Live music.
English Pub
22:00 Live music.
Kaffi Zimsen
Best friends day. Beer offer.
Prikið
21:00 DJ Geoff. The fortune teller. Red
wine & cheese for 2 at 1000ISK.
Sólon
20:00 Salsa Night.

|tUE
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Iceland’s
biggest band!
For concert information see
music listings on this spread
or visit us at www.sinfonia.is

Tickets » 545 2500 » www.sinfonia.is » Concerts take place in Háskólabíó.

Café Oliver
Live karaoke night.
Café Rosenberg
21:00 Rúna and Band
Den Danske Kro
22:00 Live music & beer bingo.
Dubliner
22:00 Live music.
English Pub
22:00 Live music.

|wED
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Austur
Live jazz groove.
Bakkus/Venue
22:00 Dj Cool in the Pool
Café Rosenberg
21:00 Þór Breiðbjörð
Den Danske Kro
22:00 Live music & pop-quiz.
Dubliner
22:00 Live music.
English Pub
22:00 Live music.
Hverfisbarinn
Live music. Special offers.
Kaffitár café
20:00 Tango Milonga.
Kaffi Zimsen
Playday. Offers at the bar when the
bells rings.
Kaffibarinnn
21:00 Extreme Chill
Skurken/DJ Andre/Beatmakin/
Troopa/Prins Valium
Prikið
22:00 DJ Krúsi. Big brother/little
brother beer special.
Salurinn, Kópavogur
20:00 Friðrik Ómar and guests
Celebrate Evlis´ 75th birthday. 2900 ISK.
Thorvaldsen
Salsa Night.
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Sjónarhorn / A Considered View
Ljósmyndir eftir Wayne Gudmundson / The photographs of Wayne Gudmundson
18 September 2010 – 9 January 2011

GRÓFARHÚS 6th floor · Tryggvagata 15 · 101 Reykjavík · www.photomuseum.is
Opening hours 12–19 mon–fri, 13–17 weekends · ADMISSION FREE
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B5
22:00 Sjonni Brink og Vignir Snær
Bakkus/Venue
21:30 Venue Jimi Hendrix Tribute
band
22:00 Dj Einar Sonic
Café Oliver
Ingó Weathergod.
Café Rosenberg
22:00 Halli Daviðs
Den Danske Kro
22:00 Live music.
Dillon Rock Bar
Live music.
Dubliner
22:00 Live music.
English Pub
22:00 Live music.
Háskólabíó
19:30 Romeo & Julia. Iceland 		
Symphony Orchestra plays music from
Mendelssohn, Sibelius and Prokofíev.

3900/3400ISK.
Hressó
22:00 Troubadors Böði and Davið
Kaffibarinn
22:00 HalliValli
Kaffi Zimsen
Ólafsvaka. Beer offer.
Kofi Tómasar Frænda
22:00 Troubadour.
Prikið
Surprise Night! 1.2L beer at 1000ISK.
P
Cocktail Thursday. Cocktails 600ISK
Salurinn, Kópavogur
20:00 Friðrik Ómar and guests.
Celebrating Elvis´ 75th birthday. 2900ISK.
Thorvaldsen
20:30 Salsa dancing night.
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Austur
22:00 Live DJ
B5
22:00 DJ Jóhann Valur
Bakkus/Venue
22:00 DJ KGB
Boston
22:00
Café Oliver
22:00 Girls Night. DJ Maggi & Brynjar
Már.
Café Rosenberg
22:00 Lára Rúnars and Færeysk
Hljómsveit
Celtic Cross
22:00 Live music.
Den Danske Kro
22:00 Live music & sing-along night.
Dubliner
22:00 Live music.
English Pub
22:00 Live music.
Gerðuberg
12:15 Classical music for lunch.
Hressó
22:00 Juan and Cuba followed by DJ
Fannar
Hverfisbarinn
Funky Friday - old school funk and
hip hop.
Kaffibarinn
22:00 DJ Kári
P
16:30 - 20:00 Happy Hour
20:00 Lounge Friday
Prikið
22:00 Friskó (Franz & Kristó).
24:00 DJ Danni Deluxe
Salurinn, Kópavogur
20:00 Víkingur Heiðar Ólafsson
Release concert. 3500ISK.
Thorvaldsen
22:00 Live DJ.
Vegamót
22:00 Live DJ.
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Austur
22:00
Austurbær
20:00 Buddy Holly Musical. 4300 ISK.
B5
22:00 DJ Símon
Bakkus/Venue
22:00 Hunk of A Man
Café Oliver
22:00 Girls Night. DJ Maggi & Brynar
Már.
Celtic Cross
22:00 Live music.
Den Danske Kro
22:00 Live music & sing-along night.
Dubliner
22:00 Live music.
English Pub
22:00 Live music.
Havarí
16:00 Orphic Oxtra
Hressó
22:00 Offside followed by DJ Fannar
Hverfisbarinn
DJs playing hip hop, R&B, house and
funk until the morning.
Kaffibarinn
22:00 Alfons X
P
21:00 Lounge Saturday
Prikið
24:00 DJ Benni B Ruff.
Thorvaldsen
22:00 Live DJ.
Vegamót
22:00 Live DJ.
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Café Oliver
22:00 Live music.
Café Rosenberg
22:00 Brothergrass
Celtic Cross
22:00 Live music.

Den Danske Kro
22:00 Live music.
Dubliner
22:00 Live music.
English Pub
22:00 Live music.
Gerðuberg
13:15 Classical music for lunch.
Hafnarborg
20:00 Trio Reykjavik - Classic by
Candle Light.
Prikið
Hangover Movie Night: Hellraiser.
Popcorn and cola special.
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Balthazar
Tango practica.
Bakkus/Venue
21:00 Movie night: Sigtryggur Berg
Sigmarsson presents:
Café Oliver
Margarita Monday. 2 for 1 		
margaritas. Live music by Raggi
Troubadour.
Café Rosenberg
22:00 Benjamín Band
Den Danske Kro
22:00 Live music.
Dubliner
22:00 Live music.
English Pub
22:00 Live music.
Kaffi Zimsen
Best friends day. Beer offer.
Prikið
21:00 DJ Óli Hjörtur. The fortune teller.
Red wine & cheese for 2 at 1000ISK.
Sólon
20:00 Salsa Night.

30

|Tue

Café Oliver
Live karaoke night.
Café Rosenberg
22:00 Fuglabúrið - Lára and Rúnar
Þoris
Den Danske Kro
22:00 Live music & beer bingo.
Dubliner
22:00 Live music.
English Pub
22:00 Live music.
Prikið
22:00 Live DJ.

1

|WED

Austur
Live jazz groove.
Café Rosenberg
22:00 Hvar er Mjallhvít
Hverfisbarinn
Live music. Special offers.
Kaffitár café
20:00 Tango Milonga.
Kaffi Zimsen
Playday. Offers at the
bar when the bells rings.
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|THU

Café Oliver
Ingo Weathergod.
Café Rosenberg
22:00 Thin Jim and the Castaways
Den Danske Kro
22:00 Live music.
Dillon Rock Bar
22:00 Live music.
Dubliner
22:00 Live music.
English Pub
22:00 Live music.
Háskólabíó
19:30 Iceland Symphony Orchestra
plays music from Mahler and
Schubert. 3900 / 3400 ISK.
Kaffibarinn
22:00 Live DJ.
Kaffi Zimsen
Ólafsvaka. Beer offer.
Kjarvalsstaðir
12:15 Christmas Carols
Christmas carols by tenor Garðar Cortes
and pianist Robert Sund.
Kofi Tómasar Frænda
22:00 Troubadour.
P
18:00 Cocktail Thursday. Cocktails
600ISK
Prikið
22:00 Live DJ.

ONGOING

Kaffi Reykjavík
18:00 Comedy show everyday
Vesturgata 2 Admission: ISK 2200

Sexy Italy In Iceland

The Grapevine takes a trip to the opera

20
Nov

Muscle on Fire and Ice: A
Bodybuilding extravaganza
Icelandic Fitness and Health Expo held in
Mosfellsbær and Reykjavík
Laugardalshöll, Saturday, November 20, 19:00
4500 ISK

Are the cold and darkening November days
beginning to get you down? Do you feel the
need to clear your mind of heavy thoughts?
Nothing like a little bone-crushing, powershake guzzling, muscle mania to clear the
head. Described as “probably one of the
biggest bodybuilding events in Europe this
year,” the preliminaries of ‘Muscle on Fire
and Ice’ will be held in Mosfellsbær while
the finals are to be held in Reykjavík. With
competition names like Atlas stones, Circus
Dumbbell, Farmer's walk and the Jón Páll
Sigmarsson Classic, this event promises to be
an unforgettable experience.
AK

The curtains open and we find ourselves in the middle of a porn scene.
Platinum blondes, dressed in colourful
plastic-clothes, are doing some sexy
pole dancing. Pimp-like men walk
around with a rolling gait. The setting
is industrial and cold, illuminated by
very bright neon lights. When a woman
offers to give a blow-job to a costumer,
two grey haired people in front of me
huddle together whispering. They
remind me that we are in the Icelandic
Opera.
The trashy stage design made quite
a contrast with the classy ambiance of
the opera. Behind the inconspicuous
looking façade we found a posh foyer
with chandeliers and old wooden bars
where you can buy a glass of wine and
snacks, which seems a little unusual

for the opera though. Painted in pastel
green, rose and gold with rose coloured
upholstered seats, the two-story auditorium made us feel like we were living
in the Roaring Twenties.
A lot of—mostly grey haired—visitors got dressed up and came to see
Verdi's Rigoletto that night, blessing the
Icelandic Opera with a full house. Rigoletto, a hunchbacked court jester, has a
tense relationship with the Duke, who
seduces Rigoletto's daughter. After two
hours of duplicity and a lot of singing,
the daughter dies, and it’s kind of Rigoletto's fault. This is how I understood
the Italian arias with Icelandic subtitles.
But understanding the story is maybe
not what the opera is about. It is about
the music, the emotion, the expression,
right?

Everything was a little too much:
too much emotion, too much tulle on
the princess-like dress of the daughter,
too much trying to be critical of the
over-sexed society—or was this just
another contribution to it? However
there were brilliant moments, like
when Ólafur Kjartan Sigurðarson, AKA
Rigoletto, filled the whole room with his
strong voice, or when the men’s choir
came on—those were my favourite parts
of the opera.
After a very long applause and
uncountable bows, we leave the opera
and find ourselves in downtown Reykjavík once again. It is Friday night and
when we watch the skinkas and hnakkis drinking beer and flirting. We think:
this might have been the inspiration for
the porn-like stage design.
by Wiebke Wolter
Rigoletto is showing at the Icelandic Opera at
Ingólfsstræti, 101 Reykjavík. The next scheduled performances are Saturday November 6,
Sunday November 7, Saturday November 13
and Sunday November 14. More info at www.
opera.is.

Transaquania: A Breath of Fresh Thin Air
Review of Transaquania: Into Thin Air
Breath. What is not seen? What is taken
for granted? What is repressed? What,
through years of neglect, vanishes as
its protest?
To breathe. We love to love what
we do not know. We hate to love what
sustains us.
To breathe to death. Exhale: water
molecules voided into oxygenic abyss.
Dry smoke and wind-sound pan across
the spacious Borgarleikhúsið as dim
dawn-yellow light creeps across the
stage to drag something from darkness.
That something is oversized, multibodied, spectral living sculpture. Nine
somethings pull themselves to crawling
long tones; their beaten forms foretell
the coming of the drawn and quartered.
Iceland Dance Company premiered
‘Transaquania: Into Thin Air’ on October
7, a new theatrical dance production
authored by Erna Ómarsdóttir, Damien
Jalet, and Gabríela Friðriksdóttir, with
music by Valdimar Jóhannsson and Ben
Frost. Early, gripping success in ‘Transaquania: Into Thin Air’ was evident as
the dragged (drugged?) somethings
reached their trembling forms toward
heaven, and the collapse to the ground
to lay still and then swarm in their
burlap skins and wombs. This haunting
gesture rendered all nine shrouded
dancers as extra-human, deformed and
grotesque as they thrust their foetal
appendages against dry uterine walls.
With ‘Into Thin Air’, collaborators
Erna Ómarsdóttir, Damien Jalet, and
Gabríela Friðriksdóttir (whose previous

collaborative credits include Ófætt in
2005, created for Theatre National de
Bretagne and the Venice Biennale)
expose a surprising shift in use of the
dancer’s form. Here, the artistic team
offers the audience a look at how to
make human bodies not bodies, at
asensuality. The score growls and
warbles an unsettling baritone.
Out of this opening sequence
follows a series of stunning acts. All
nine somethings proceed through
multiple metamorphoses to reveal their
alien selves, barely alive and barren.
The consistently skin-tight flesh-toned
costumes cause a dizzying, perfect
incongruence with the asensual choreography—expert execution of the artistic
team’s collective vision to explore human reality in a post-water existence.
Dancers’ movements are at times
reminiscent of water but no longer in
the water, as the land-locked sea-legs
tremble, epileptic, from repetitive violence turned ritual. They roll, spin, jump.
They lift and support one another. And
in a pivotal sequence, head-banging
becomes rite, the ultimate communal
maturation.
As the evolving humans birth into
their horrific reality, all elements of
the performance (sound, movement,
visual in costume, props, and lights)
conspire to present the swirling, whirling confusion of conception. Then, later,
as the suck and bounce of early life
turns parasitic and violent, the creative
team again deftly translates this into

a chilling mirror, where the audience
is invited to confront themselves with
psychoanalytic subjectivity. Thin voice
wheezes and screams into air.
Breath. To breathe. To breathe in this
death.
Applause at the end of ‘Into Thin
Air’ feels a decidedly inadequate
response. From anal fixation and
asphyxiation, ‘Into Thin Air’ is a work
crafted of rare and challenging vision
to raise questions and concerns about
awareness, to propose dialogue and inner monologue around how now is and
how else it may be. Here we consider
our own adaptability and our subsequent clumsy, addictive rituals. Here we
explode our monotony in whimpering
hope that we wake up tomorrow brand
new.
by a.rawlings
Upcoming performances of Transaquania: Into
Thin Air show at Borgarleikhúsið (Reykjavík
City Theatre) on November 7, November 14,
and November 21. Tickets: 568 8000 or www.
id.is.
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Nordic House
Culture Center

VAT
NS

Svarta Kaffi

Laugavegur 54
If you're looking for a hearty, warming lunch
at good value then head down to this cosy
café for a bowl of their yummy soup. Doing
away with dishes and bowls, the soup comes
served in a hollowed out loaf of wholewheat
bread, and the best bit is that it’s refillable if
you’re still hungry. Sweet! And, when you’re
done you can enjoy some people watching on
Laugavegur below. EF

N

-Impress your friends!
-Pick up men, women or both!
-Show off your impeccable tastes!
-Make friends and influence people!
-Pledge your undying allegiance to The
Grapevine!
-Cover your torso in style!
-Support your local alt.magazine!
-Buy tourist merch that’s less obviously
touristy!
Yes, The Reykjavík Grapevine finally has a T-shirt
all of its own. Pick up a copy of this sweet, limited
edition item at Havarí on Austurstræti or Dogma
on Laugavegur – 101 Reykjavík. And do it now. For
the children.

6

Habibi

Hafnarstræti 18
This small restaurant offers up a concise
menu of delicious Arabic cuisine, from
shawarma to kebabs and falafels. The
staff is really friendly and accommodating
of requests to kick up the spiciness or
tone it down if the customer so desires.
Habibi seriously hits the spot after hours
of partying (or any other time of day) so
it’s convenient that the place is allegedly
open until 6 a.m. Friday and Saturday
(although their advertised opening hours
are sometimes not adhered to). CF
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Te og Kaffi

Austurstræti 18,
Skólavörðustígur 11,
Laugavegur 27
Founded in 1984, Te og kaffi was the first
company in Iceland to specialise in the
production and sale of gourmet coffee and
fresh tea in bulk. They have always chosen
the finest quality products to import and
produce and make a damn good cup of Joe,
if we may say so ourselves. EF
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The “colonial store” Hemmi and Valdi is a
cosy hangout that has advanced from being
a toasty retreat, where one can score cheap
beer and have a quiet chat, into being a
chock-full concert venue and an all-night
party place. And believe us, the atmosphere
is brilliant. SKK
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Reykjavík’s main shopping
and culture street, featuring
a wide range of bars, bistros,
cafes and restaurants.
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At Laugavegur 22, above Karamba, Barbara
serves up a lively atmosphere for Reykjavík’s
gay community and anybody else who
just wants to dance and have a good time.
The first level is made for dancing and is
often packed with sweaty bodies, while the
second level of the bar offers a place to
sit, drink and chat and another in which to
smoke. CF
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Depart for whale and puffin
watching tours from the old
harbour, a lively area, offering
an assortment of restaurants
and activity centres
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Grái Kötturinn

Laugavegur 28

Hverfisgata 16a

Like an older sibling to the fabled (now
deceased) Sirkús, Boston is a warm and
mellow second-floor bar on Laugavegur
that plays host to the arty party crowd.
The baroque wall dressings and deep, rich
coloured décor make this bar feel pretty
swank, but the mood of the place can go
from great to legendary within a heartbeat.
CF

Super relaxed and cozy diner/café below
street level. This place makes the best
hangover breakfast ever (the truck!) and
any-other-day breakfast as well. It’s a nice
and relaxing place to eat and increase your
caffeine intake and chill with friends or with
some reading material. CF
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Kaffismiðja Íslands

Kárastíg 1
For a map of outside downtown Reykjavík
visit www.grapevine.is or the Icelandic
phonebook website www.ja.is

Old fashioned charm is the style of
Kaddismiðja, in everything from the decor to
the coffee grinders. Off the beaten track, this
popular coffee shop is a great spot to sit and
read or have a chat with friends. The owners
Ingbjörg and Sonja take great pride in the
beans they use and the coffee is top notch.
You can buy fresh grounds too, in case you
just cant get enough. EF

If you have an iPhone, check out the cool
Locatify app in the AppStore. It´s got a FREE
guided audio tour of the downtown area,
courtesy of your pals at Grapevine.

14

Salvation Army Store

Eyjarslóð 7
This thrift store may require making a
special trip out past the Old Harbour, but its
relative remoteness also acts as a boon and
filters away some consumer competition.
Possibly the most replete and variegated
thrift store near the city centre, this little
Sally Anne deals in clothes, kitchen utensils,
furnishings, and even contains a children's
section and a well-stocked library of bargain
books and music. AK
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National
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Grænn Kostur

Serving healthy organic vegan and
vegetarian food for well over a decade,
Grænn Kostur is the perfect downtown
choice for enjoying light, wholesome and
inexpensive meals. Try any of their courses
of the day, or go for the ever-pleasing
spinach lasagne.
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Sushibarinn is reputedly the best bet for sushi
in town since it opened in 2007. This little
shop is the most authentic option for sushi in
town, with the widest selection around. The
price per piece ranges from around 140ISK
to 600 ISK, and they also have good choice of
trays and set menus options. If you can’t get
a set, you can also order from Kofí Tómasar
next door and grab a seat there. EF
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The Kraum Iceland Design store features
the best from the latest trends in Icelandic
design. Kraum sells unique, Icelandic
takes on everyday items like stationary,
wooden children’s toys, plastic zip-lockable
handbags and raincoats, and woollen and
other clothing and jewellery.

Kringlan
Shopping
Center
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10

Prikið

11

Bakkus

12

Núðluhúsið

18

Café d'Haiti

Bankastræti 12

Tryggvagata 22 – Naustarmegin

Laugavegur 59

Geirsgötu 7b / Verbúð 2

Príkið is one of those places that shapeshifts. It’s a warm café with photographs
of their senior frequenters on weekday
mornings, a hung-over hangout on weekend
afternoons, and during nights it’s filled to
the brim with what remains of Iceland’s
hip hop scene. Go there in daytime for the
cheap burgers; enter at night for some OTT
hip-hop debauchery, old skool and the latest
bangers alike. SKK

A new and welcome addition to Reykajvík’s
bar scene, Bakkus serves up reasonably
priced beer, a really impressive selection
of international vodkas and an atmosphere
unlike any other in town. An eclectic mix of
patrons, regular live music and movie nights
keep this place interesting and always
inviting. Expect dancing on tables and
to-the-death Príkið is one of those places
that shape-shifts. It’s a warm café with
photographs of their senior frequenters on
weekday mornings, a hung-over hangout
on weekend afternoons, and during nights
it’s filled to the brim with what remains of
Iceland’s hip hop scene. Go there in daytime
for the cheap burgers; enter at night for
some OTT hip-hop debauchery, old skool
and the latest bangers alike. SKK

Thai food restaurants in Reykjavík are
curiously numerous, but a very welcome
alternative to the Icelandic staple of
hamburgers, French fries and cocktail
sauce. Although hardly breaking new
ground in Thai cuisine, Núðluhúsið is a
safe bet for a cheap, generously portioned,
tasty enough meal. You can expect fresh
ingredients and fast, courteous service. So
if you're wondering which of the many Thai
restaurants to choose from on a low budget,
I recommend Núðluhúsið. AK

The first time I entered this exotic little
joint, meaning to buy myself a take-away
espresso, I ended up with two kilos of
freshly roasted coffee beans due to some
language complications and way too much
politeness. Since then I have enjoyed
probably way-too-many wonderful cups of
Haitian coffee, but they’re always as nice,
so the two kilos were definitely worth it. SKK

IMAGINE
PEACE
Tours

Elding Viðey Tours

Every night to
Viðey island
at 20:00 from
October 9th to
December 8th
Lennon Tribute
dinner shows on
special dates
Updates on
imaginepeace.is

Tel. +354 533 5055

www.imaginepeace.is

Whale Watching

- Whale watching tours Fridays, Saturdays & Sundays
- Free entry to the Whale Watching Centre for our passengers

Tel. 555 3565
www.elding.is
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it’s Eldi

Tour Operator
Environmental Award
Icelandic Tourist Board

EarthCheck

SILVER CERTIFIED

2009

Authorised by
Icelandic Tourist Boar

GLACIER
ADVENTURES

AND OTHER EXCITING DAY TOURS

Spör ehf.

GLACIER WALKS EVERY DAY FROM 6.300 ISK

SINCE

1994
EASY AND ACCESSIBLE FOR EVERYONE
MOUNTAINGUIDES.IS - ICELANDROVERS.IS - mountainguides@mountainguides.is - Tel: +354 587 9999
or visit the ITM INFORMATION AND BOOKING CENTER, Bankastræti 2 - Downtown, Reykjavík

ART

GALLERIES & MUSEUMS IN OCTOBER & NOVEMBER

Cocktail pleasures and
Visual stimulation
How to use the listings: Venues are listed
alphabetically by day. For complete listings
and detailed information on venues visit
www.grapevine.is

OPENINGS

ASÍ Art Museum
Áslaug Thorlacius and Finnur Arnar
Opening November 27
Bíó Paradís
Eins og við værum / As If We Existed
November 14, 20:00
Experimental film screening
Gallery Auga fyrir Auga
Dancing on the Top
Brian Sweeney
Runs til November 21
Gallery Ágúst
David Örn Halldórsson
Faunalitir
Opens November 6, 16:00
Gallery Fold
Art auction
November 8
Gallery Kling & Bang
Funcktius/Fungus/Funnus
Ingirafn Steinarsson
Opens November 6, 17:00
Gerðuberg
There´s a flower that grows in the
west
Opens November 11
Watercolours and paintings by Svava
Sigríður Gestsdóttir.
The Icelandic Printmakers Association
The Illustration Book of Human
Beasts in Colour
November 20 - December 5
By Jón Henry Garðarsson.
The National Gallery of Iceland
Karl Kvaran Retrospective
Opens November 17
Nordic House
Ting - Nordisk kulturfestival
October 28 - November 7
For more info see www.norraenahusid.
is/ting
Reykjavík Art Museum
Hafnarhús
Erró - Collage: Gallery Talk
November 14, 15:00
D18: Gallery Talk
November 21, 15:00
Artist talk with Bjarni massi.
Symposium - Alternative North Aspects of Contemporary Art in
Scandinavia.
November 5-7
Talk on Scandinavian contemporary
art organized in collaboration with the
Nordic House, Living Art Museum and
Center for Icelandic Art. In English
Kínóklúbbur Film Screening.
November 11, 20:00
Free entry.
Peace and Cross Culture
November 28, 15:00
Cross-cultural workshop for children and
adults.
Kjarvalsstaðir
New Acquisitions 2005-2010
Exhibition of some of the 800 new art
acquisitions collected during the past
five years.
Opens November 20
New Acquisitions Conference
December 5 , 15:00
Directed by Jón Proppé.
The Living Art Museum
Art discussion with Bjarni H. Þórarinsson, Guðmundur Oddur-Goddur
and Jón Proppé.
November 10, 20:00
Icelandic Language Day
November 16, 20:00
Performances focusing on well known
Icelandic visual artists who use language in their art.
Symposium
November 27, 11:00 - 14:00
Language-based visual art, directed by
Jón Proppé
Reykjavík City Theatre
Transaquania - Into Thin Air
Nov 7, 14, 21 at 20:00
Dance performance.

ONGOING

ART67
Artótek
Stella Sigurgeirsdóttir
Runs until November 21
Árbæjarsafn / Reykjavík City Museum
Guided Tours

Runs until May 31, 2011
Guided tours Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays at 1 pm.
Exhibitions running year round on the
history of Reykjavik and Iceland life.
ASÍ Art Museum
Contemporaneous East and West
Runs until November 21
Exhibition by Erla Þórarinsdóttir. Mixed
media exhibition inspired by the artist´s
travels through India and China as a
Westerner.
The Culture House
Medieval Manuscripts
Runs until January 2011
Icelanders
Ongoing exhibition
Exhibit featuring a selection of photographs from the book
"Icelanders" by Unnur Jökulsdóttir and
Sigurgeir Sigurjónsson.
Iceland::Film
Ongoing exhibition
Traces the evolution of Icelandic filmmaking, exploring myths 		
versus modernity.
Cinema Nr. 2
The Eruption!
Monday - Friday 16:00 & 16:30
Ongoing all winter
Þorsmörk - The Hidden Valley of Þór
Monday - Friday 17:00
Ongoing all winter
Icelandic nature films.
The Dwarf Gallery
Ongoing Exhibition
An independent art gallery with ongoing exhibitions. It´s located in an old
basement. Do you really need to know
anymore than that?
The Einar Jónsson Museum
The work of sculptor Einar Jónsson.
Gallery Crymo
Haven
Runs until 11 November
Exhibitions by Sigurður Atli Sigurðsson, Una Baldvinsdóttir and Þorgerður
Ólafsdóttir
Gallery Fold
Mystery of the East and West
Runs until November 14
Exhibition by Marta Rosolska
Gerðarsafn
Last Days of the Arctic/Lagoon of
the Whights.
Runs until November 28
Photographs by Ragnar Axelsson.
Sculptures by Gerður Helgadóttir
Runs until November 28
Lower Floor
Gerðuberg, Kópavogur
Hávamál
Runs until January 16
Exhibition of the illustrations by Kristín
Ragna Gunnarsdóttir for Þórarinn
Eldjárn´s forthcoming children´s edition
of Hávamál. Hávamál
Gljúfrasteinn Laxness Museum
Gljúfrasteinn was the home and workplace of Halldór Laxness (winner of the
Nobel Prize for Literature in 1955).
Hafnarborg
Paintings of Icelandic Flora.
Runs until January 2, 2011
		By Eggert Pétursson
Tight
Runs until January 2, 2011
Exhibition by The Icelandic Love Corporation.
The Icelandic Printmakers Association
Shells - Fragments
Runs til November 14
By Ásdís Sigurþórsdóttir
Iðnó
Cellophane
20:00 Sundays and Thursdays
Comedy show.
i8
Ignacio Uriarte
Runs until November 27
Island Viðey
Imagine Peace Tower
Light sculpture in remembrance of John
Lennon. Lit until December 8
The Library Room
National Archives of Iceland - 90 years
in the museum building.Commemorating the 100th anniversary of the Culture
House.
The Living Art Museum
Bjarni H. Þórarinsson
Visio-Congress: Overview and Exposition
Runs until November 21
Mokka
If I Can Dream Season of the Sun
Runs until December 2
Museum of Design and Applied Art
Sigríðar Heimisdóttir
Runs until January 30, 2011
The National Gallery of Iceland
Imported Landscapes
Runs until November 7
Photos by Pétur Thomsen tracing

150,8x195mm

ART

GALLERIES & MUSEUMS IN NOVEMBER

changes in the natural landscape at
Hafrahvammagljúfur.
Cars in Rivers
Runs until November 7
Photos by Ólafur Eliasson - series
evoking the artist´s connection with the
Icelandic wilderness.
Strides
Runs until December 31, 2012
A selection of the Gallery's collection
from the 20th and 21st 		
century.
The National Museum
The Making of a Nation
Heritage and History in Iceland is
intended to provide insight into the
history of the Icelandic nation from the
Settlement to the present day.
Ása Wright - From Iceland to Trinidad
Collection of objects that belonged to
the adventuress Ása Guðmundsdóttir.
Embroidery of Life
Embroidery by Guðrún Guðmundsdóttir,
inspired by old manuscripts.
Restaurant Reykjavík
Let´s talk Iceland (December´s theme:
Let´s talk Christmas)
Daily at 20:00
Comedy show. 2200 ISK.
Ráðhús Reykjavíkur
Dulin Himintungl
Kim Linnet exhibits her 360° panorama
photos of Iceland.
The Settlement Exhibition
Permanent exhibition.
Reykjavík Art Museum
Ásmundarsafn
Ásmundarsafn
"I choose blossoming women..." Woman
as Symbol in the Art of 		
Ásmundur Sveinsson
Runs until April 17 2011
Sleep Light
Runs until April 17, 2011
Multimedia installation by Ráðhildur
Ingadóttir.
Thoughts In Forms
Runs until April 17, 2011.
The workshop of sculptor Ásmundur
Sveinsson, recreated.
“I choose blossoming women …”
Runs until April 17, 2011
Woman as Symbol in the Art of Ásmundur Sveinsson.
Hafnarhús
Mel Ramos
Runs until November 7
Lithographs and silkscreens , created by
the American artist between 1996 and
2009.
Erró – Collage
Runs until August 28, 2011
A holistic selection of Erró‘s collages
from Reykjavik Art Museum‘s Erró collection.
D18 –
Runs until January 9, 2011
Exhibits by Bjarni Massi.
Erró - Collage
Runs until August 28 2011
Power has a Fragrance
Runs until January 9, 2011

Exhibitions by Gardar Eide Einarsson.
Kjarvalsstaðir
Kjarval – Key works
Runs until January 16, 2011
Extensive collection of works by
Jóhannes S. Kjarval.
Pastime
3 November 2010 - 9 January 2011
Ágúst Jónsson exhibits abstract paintings in the cafeteria.
The Loooooong Serpent
31 October - 13 March
Exhibition of Norse Mythology
Reykjavik Maritime Museum
The Coast Guard vessel Óðinn
Permanent exhibition
The Óðinn took part in all three Cod
Wars and is open for 		
exhibition.
Reykjavik Museum of Photography
A Considerd View
Runs until January 9, 2011
Photographs of Wayne Gudmundson.
Sigurjón Ólafsson Museum
"What are you up to now, my dear
Erlingur"
Runs until November 28
Sculptures by Erlingur Jónsson and
Sigurjón Ólafsson.
Telecommunications Museum,
Suðurgata
Runs until November 14
Exhibition on telecommunication.
Open on sundays 11:00 - 17:00.

Try our famous
Icelandic
Gourmet Fiest
» Starts with a shot of the infamous
Icelandic spirit Brennívín
» Smoked puffin with blueberry
“brennivín” sauce
» Icelandic sea-trout with peppers-salsa
» Lobster tails baked in garlic
» Pan-fried monkfish with lobster sauce
» Grilled Icelandic lamb Samfaina
» Minke Whale with cranberry-sauce
» World famous chocolate cake with
berry compoté and whipped cream

5.890 ikr.

Film Listings
Bíó Paradís
Bíó Paradís, Hverfisgata 54
All times are approximate
Movies listed have English subtitles
Sunday November 7
School of Rock 16:10
The American 16:20
Submarino 18:00 / 18:00 / 22:00
Enter the Void 20:30
Made in Dagenham 22:10
The American 22:20
Monday November 8
Submarino 18:00 / 20:00
Made in Dagenham 18:20
Enter the Void 20:30

The only kitchen
in Reykjavík open

23:30 on weekdays
and 01:00 on weekends

to

Tuesday 9 November
Submarino 18:00 / 20:00
Made in Dagenham 18:20
Enter the Void 20:30
Wednesday 10 November
Submarino 18:00 / 20:00
Made in Dagenham 18:20

HI Hostels Reykjavík

Thursday November 11
Submarino 18:00
Made in Dagenham 18:20
Enter the Void 20:30
Check for next weeks listings at
www.bioparadis.is

- your affordable quality bed

Check out our
website at
www.hostel.is

Art | Venue finder
ART67
Laugavegur 67 | F6
Mon - Fri 12 - 18 / Sat
12 - 16

Gallery Kling & Bang
Hverfisgata 42 | E5
Thurs–Sun from 14–18
this.is/klingogbang/

The Nordic House
Sturlugata 5 | H1
Tue–Sun 12–17
www.nordice.is/

Artótek
Tryggvagata 15 | D2
Mon 10–21, Tue–Thu 10–19, Fri
11–19, Sat and Sun 13–17
www.sim.is/Index/Islenska/
Artotek

Gerðuberg Cultural Centre
Gerðuberg 3-5
Mon–Thu 11–17 / Wed 11–21 /
Thu–Fri 11–17 / Sat–Sun 13–16
www.gerduberg.is

Restaurant Reykjavík
Vesturgata 2 | D2

ASÍ Art Museum
Freyugata 41 | G4
Tue–Sun 13–17
Árbæjarsafn
Kistuhylur 4
The Culture House
Hverfisgata 15 | E4
Open daily 11–17
www.thjodmenning.is
Dwarf Gallery
Grundarstígur 21 | H6
Opening Hours: Fri and Sat
18–20
www.this.is/birta/dwarfgallery/
dwarfgallery1.html
The Einar Jónsson
Eiriksgata | G4
Tue–Sun 14–17
www.skulptur.is
Gallery Ágúst
Baldursgata 12 | F4
Wed–Sat 12–17
www.galleriagust.is
Gallery Fold
Rauðarástígur 14-16 | G7
Mon–Fri 10–18 / Sat 11–16 /
Sun 14–16
www.myndlist.is

RESTAURANT- BAR
Vesturgata 3B | 101 Reykjavík
Tel: 551 2344 | www.tapas.is

Hitt Húsið
– Gallery Tukt
Pósthússtræti 3-5 | E3
www.hitthusid.is
i8 Gallery
Tryggvagata 16 | D2
Tue–Fri 11–17 / Sat 13–17 and
by appointment. www.i8.is
Living Art Museum
Skúlagata 28 | F6
Wed, Fri–Sun 13–17 / Thu
13–22. www.nylo.is
Hafnarborg
Strandgötu 34,
Hafnarfjörður
Mokka Kaffi
Skólavörðustíg 3A | F4
The National Gallery of
Iceland
Fríkirkjuvegur 7 | F3
Tue–Sun 11–17
www.listasafn.is
The National
Museum
Suðurgata 41 | G1
Open daily 10–17
natmus.is

Reykjavík 871+/-2
Aðalstræti 17 | D2
Open daily 10–17
Reykjavík Art Gallery
Skúlagata 28 | F6
Tuesday through Sunday 14–18

We’ll be here, to
arrange the most
exciting excursions at
the best price, and
offer you local advice
on how to get the
most from your stay
in this wonderful city.
Stay at Reykjavík City
Hostel or Reykjavík
Downtown Hostel.

Reykjavík City Hostel
Reykjavík Downtown Hostel.

HOW TO DRIVE ON GRAVEL ROADS

Reykjavík Art Museum
Open daily 10–16
www.listasafnreykjavikur.is
Ásmundur Sveinsson Sculpture Museum Sigtún
Hafnarhús
Tryggvagata 17 | D2
Kjarvalsstaðir
Flókagata | I7

Conditions in Iceland are in many ways unusual and often quite unlike what foreign drivers are
accustomed to. It is therefore very important to find out how to drive in this country. In order
to reach your destination safely, you must keep your full attention on driving.

Reykjavík Maritime Museum
Grandagarður 8 | C3

Where paved road suddenly
changes to gravel is a common
place for accidents to occur on
rural roads. The main reason is
that drivers do not reduce
speed before the changeover to gravel, and
consequently lose control.

Reykjavík Museum of Photography
Tryggvagata 16 | D2
Weekdays 12–19 / Sat–Sun
13–17 - www.ljosmyndasafnreykjavikur.is
Sigurjón Ólafsson Museum
Laugarnestangi 70
Spark, Design Space
Klapparstíg 33 | E4
www.sparkdesignspace.com

GRAVEL ROADS, BLIND HILLS & BLIND CORNERS

Slow down and move your car as far to the
right as is safely possible when approaching
another car coming on a gravel road from
the opposite direction.

Blind hills, where lanes are not separate,
should be approached with caution. The
same applies to many blind curves.
Loose gravel on road shoulders has also
caused a great number of accidents.
See further instruction on www.drive.is

REVIEWS

By the
sea and
a delicios
lobster

World Tour

Icelandic takes on some international classics
Iceland has got a knack for making things great. Public swimming pools are healthy havens rather than bacteria laden
cesspools. Icelandic horses are all hairy and little and adorable. Icelandic energy is mostly clean and efficient. Hot dogs have all
those kooky toppings to choose from. This little island is one innovative place and that extends to the preparation of foods that
are typically synonymous with other countries. Take Iceland’s spin on quintessentially Spanish tapas and the Queen’s own fish
and chips, for example…

ri
At the Restaurant Fjöruborðið in Stokksey
< Only 45 minutes drive from Reykjavík

2EYKJAVqK
%YRABAKKI

3TOKKSEYRI

Eyrarbraut 3, 825 Stokkseyri, Iceland · Tel. +354 483 1550
Fax. +354 483 1545 · info@fjorubordid.is · www.fjorubordid.is

A genuine Nordic 3 course feast
starting from 4.900,-

Tapas: Tan Bueno!

Pósthússtræti 11 101 Reykjavík Tel: 578 2008 www.silfur.is

My date and I departed my casa the
Sunday post-Airwaves feeling a little
worse for wear. Several consecutive
late nights were taking their toll and
so, with the promise of an early night
in store, we arrived at Tapas Barinn
(Vesturgata 3b) at 16:45 for dinner. The
upside of this is that we had the place
to ourselves. The downside was that
the gallery area was not yet set up for
dinner; a shame since it looks to be a
nice, cosy setting.
With nobody else to steal her
attention the waitress visited our table
often and was repeatedly turned away
as we mulled over our options. The
menu is long and my date and I were
Tapas Barinn rookies. The waitress told
us she typically orders three tapas for
a meal but we opted for four each. We
were pretty hungry. In retrospect, three
would have been more than enough.
I’ve learned my lesson.
Since there was so much food
coming to the table, let’s start with the
highs:
The grilled giant scallops with
grilled tomato (1.090 ISK) prompted my

date to inquire of me “would you like
to taste the best scallop I’ve ever tasted
in my life?” I did. His assessment was
right. Firstly, these scallops were huge
and were grilled to the most appetizing
seared brown around the edges that
they were a pleasure before they even
hit the taste buds. The texture was
really tender and light, too, and the
freshness of the scallops was divine.
My shrimp with sun dried tomatoes
in chilli, mango and curry (890 ISK)
was a nice and refreshing cold salad
and comprised of a generous portion
of shrimp with mango, red pepper and
cilantro. The curry didn’t really stand
out and the entire dish was light and
cool like a ceviche. Lovely!
The smoked puffin with blueberry
brennivín sauce (1.050 ISK) seemed
an odd item for a Spanish restaurant,
but it deserves to be on the menu all
the same. Having never before tasted
puffin I was unsure of what to expect,
but man that bird is as delicious as it is
cute! It’s not bird and it’s not fish. It’s
salty like the ocean but not offensively
so. The meat was lightly smoked, and

Tapas Barinn
Vesturgata 3
What we think: Lots of good food
Flavour: All over the place
Ambiance: Spanish
Service: Friendly and helpful

was served in tender strips atop a
salad with feta cheese. The saltiness
of the feta and the puffin somehow
complimented each other nicely and
were toned down by the sweetness of
the blueberry brennivín sauce.
The other dishes we ordered weren’t
bad at all, just not as noteworthy.
My date’s jalapeño peppers with
blue cheese sauce (960 ISK) were run
of the mill jalapeño poppers one would
expect to find in any pub – greasy
and agonizingly hot inside. My Paella
Catalana with a mix of seafood (1.150
ISK) was okay, but lacking the complex
f lavours that love puts into real Spanish

Food & Drink | Venue finder
| E4

Garðurinn
Klappastigur 37 | F4

Icelandic Fish & Chips
Tryggvagata 8 | B2
Indian Mango
Frakkastígur 12 | F5

Brons
Pósthússtræti 9 | E3

Glætan book café
Laugavegur 19 | F5

Jómfrúin
Lækjargata 4 | E3

O Sushi
Lækjargata 2A | E3

American Style
Tryggvagata 26 | D2

Café Cultura
Hverfisgata 18 | E4

Grái Kötturinn
Hverfisgata 16A | E4

Kaffi Hljómalind
Laugavegur 21 | E4

Pisa
Lækjargötu 6b | E3

Argentína Steakhouse
Barónstígur | F6

Café d'Haiti
Tryggvagata 12 | D2

Grillhúsið
Tryggvagata 20 | D2

Pizza King
Hafnarstræti 18 | D3

Austurlandahraðlestin
Hverfisgata 64A | F5

Café Loki
Lokastígur 28 | G4

Habibi
Hafnarstræti 20 | E3

Kaffifélagið
Skólavörðustígur 10
| F5

Café Paris
Austurstræti 14 | E3

Hamborgarabúlla
Tómasar (“Bullan”)
Geirsgata 1 | B2

Kaffivagninn
Grandagarður 10 | A1

Hlölla Bátar
Ingólfstorg | D2

Kofi Tómasar Frænda
Laugavegur 2 | E4

Hornið
Hafnarstræti 15 | D3

Kornið
Lækjargata 4 | E3

Einar Ben
Veltusundi | E2

Hótel Holt
Bergstaðarstræti 37
| G3

Krua Thai
Tryggvagata 14 | D2

Eldsmiðjan
Bragagata 38A | G4

Humarhúsið
Amtmanstígur 1 | E3

Fiskmarkaðurinn
Aðalstræti 12 | D2

Hressó
Austurstræti 20 | E4

3 Frakkar
Baldursgata 14 | G4

Balthazar
Hafnarstræti 1-3 | D2

Geysir Bar/Bistro
Aðalstræti 2 | D2

Aktu Taktu
Skúlugata 15 | E6

Bæjarins Beztu
Tryggvagata | D3

Alibaba
Veltusund 3b | D2

Á Næstu Grösum
Laugavegur 20B | E4
B5
Bankastræti 5 | E3
Bakkus
Tryggvagata 22 | D2
Ban Thai
Laugavegur 130 | G7
Basil & Lime
Klapparstíg 38 | E4
Babalú
Skólavörðustígur 22A
| G5

Café Roma
Rauðarárstígur 8 | G7
Deli
Bankastræti 14 | E5
Domo
Þingholtsstræti 5 | E3

Kaffitár
Bankastræti 8 | E4

La Primavera
Austurstræti 9 | D2
Lystin
Laugavegur 73 | F6
Mokka
Skólavörðustígur 3A

Nonnabiti
Hafnarstræti 9 | D3

Pizza Pronto
Vallarstræti 4 | E2
Pizzaverksmiðjan
Lækjargötu 8 | E3
Prikið
Bankastræti 12 | E3
Ráðhúskaffi | E2
Tjarnargata 11
Santa Maria
Laugavegur 22A, | F5
Serrano
Hringbraut 12 | H3
Shalimar
Austurstræti 4 | D2
Silfur
Pósthússtræti 11 | E3

Sjávarkjallarinn
Aðalstræti 2 | D2
Sólon
Bankastræti 7a | E3
Sushibarinn
Laugavegur 2 | E4
Sushismiðjan
Geirsgötu 3 | B2
Svarta Kaffi
Laugavegur 54 | F5
Sægreifinn
Verbúð 8, Geirsgata
| B2
Tapas
Vesturgata 3B | D2
Thorvaldsen
Austurstræti 8 | D2
Tíu Dropar
Laugavegur 27 | E5
Tívolí
Laugavegur 3 | E4
Vegamót
Vegamótastígur 4 | E4
Við Tjörnina
Templarasund 3 | E2
Vitabar
Bergþórugata 21 | G5

F

D

For your mind, body and soul
paella. It was also bordering dry-town.
The escargot in garlic butter (970 ISK)
was rubbery as though it were a frozen
tray of those snails one can buy at
Hagkaup. Not cool.
The final dish to arrive at the table,
a Spanish omelette with onion and
potato (950 ISK) left me on the fence.
The egg was f luffy and the f lavour was
lovely and subtle but the potatoes were

dry. However the aioli this sizeable slice
of omelette is served with is so good I’d
eat it with everything. I love garlic aioli.
My date and I departed as the dining
room was beginning to fill up, creating
a nice and social atmosphere. We’ll
have to go back with a larger group to
experience tapas how they’re meant to
be.

18
November

As if We Existed:
Experimental Film Screening
Bíó Paradís previews Ragnheiður
Gestsdóttir´s new documentary about
Iceland ´s submission to the 2009 Venice
Biennale
Bío Paradís
November 18, 20:00

Fish And Chips With A Twist
I’ve walked past Icelandic Fish & Chips
hundreds of times and each and every
time I have found myself scoffing
at the restaurant’s name. “Fish and
chips aren’t an Icelandic thing,” I say
to myself and sometimes aloud to
whomever I am with at the time. “How
ridiculous.”
So when my lunch date and I
ventured into the surprisingly spacious
eatery at Tryggvagata 8 I felt kinda
bad for my pre-judgment as we were
greeted by a friendly and personable
young woman in an adorable apron and
took in a menu boasting of organic this
and home-made that, and it struck me
that this isn’t the typical greasy standby I thought it would be.
After perusing the simple menu
my date and I both settled on the fried
wolf fish on a bed of mango salad. My
date chose rosemary potatoes and chilli
skyr dipping sauce (called skyronnaise)
on the side of his, while I opted for
garlic potatoes and coriander and lime
skyr sauce (2.390 ISK for the fish,
salad, potatoes and sauce). To drink we
ordered a couple of home made ginger
and lemon sodas (250 ISK) and helped
ourselves to some water.
The food came out quickly and
beautifully presented – three large
breaded filets of wolf fish atop a salad
and sided by golden roasted potatoes.
The skyronnaise were brightly coloured
in orange and green and served in
separate dishes alongside the main
plates.
The first thing that struck me
about the food on our plates was the
breading; it didn’t look deep-fried. One
bite confirmed that it was an airy and
light crust that was not at all greasy. If
the menu hadn’t specified that it was
fried I would almost venture to call this
a healthy meal. The salad beneath the
fish was super refreshing and crisp and
I found myself daydreaming about how
nice it would be if I could ever find such
lovely produce on the shelves of my
local Bónus. Oh, how happy I would be.
The potatoes were oilier than the
fish but not to the point of leaving
puddles of grease on the plate beneath
them. The garlic and rosemary f lavours
of each batch could have stood to
be more pronounced, but there was
something quaint and home-made

In the foreground, an artist and a model,
working together in a studio. In the
background, a serene and sinking city. The
artist and the model repeat the same task
again and again. The model drinks beer and
smokes cigarettes while the artist paints a
new version of him every day for six months.
This was the setting for Ragnar Kjartansson’s
submission to the 2009 Venice Biennale.
Ragnheiður Gestsdóttir’s latest documentary
captures the performance on 16 mm film,
investigating the boundaries between reality
and fancy, capturing the commonplace in
staged performances and fantastical elements in the everyday. Bíó Paradís offers a
preview screening of As if We Existed with
English subtitles Thursday, November 18 at
20:00. AK

Icelandic Fish & Chips
Tryggvagata 8
What we think: Awesome fish
and chips
Flavour: Home-made, light and
surprising
Ambiance: Quaint café
Service: SO nice! Great Apron,
too!

5

November

12

November

Unglist /
Festival of Young Art
Young art is unique, awesome and super cool
Hitt Húsið and Tjarnarbíó

tasting about the subtlety. Like the
fish, the potatoes were delicious when
dipped in the colourful skyronnaise –
try the coriander and lime, and then
send me and Icelandic Fish and Chips
a raving ‘thank you’ note.
The home-made sodas received
mixed reviews from my date and I. He
thought it wasn’t sweet enough. I found
it to be too carbonated for my tongue,
though the sweetness level was just
fine. Either way, it’s not something I
would go back for, however comforting
it was to know that my beverage
was made without refined sugar or
additives.
Icelandic Fish and Chips has
taken an artery-clogging, pub-food
specialty and turned it into something
really lovely and gourmet. My inner
monologue will take on a completely
different tone when I pass by from now
on.

November 5 - November 12
Unglist, The Festival of Young Art, is an
annual event held in conjunction with Hitt
Húsið that has been running since 1992. The
program consists of music, design, fashion,
photography, art and drama, all of which
focus on the various issues facing young
people today.
The festival offers an opportunity for
talented young artists to showcase their
work, with most of the exhibitions and events
being held at Tjarnarbíó. The concerts feature
young Icelandic bands as well as talented
new groups from Iceland, France, Norway
and Holland. Admission is free and all are
welcome. See www.hitthusid.is for more
information.
Don't miss your chance to see some of
the artists of the future at this unique and
super cool festival!
EF

2011 Sequences Art Festival:
Call for Submissions!
Your chance to participate in Reykjavík ´s
annual Sequences Art Festival.

Grapevine food review key
0 Should not be considered food
Edible, but not more than once
OK; not good, but not horrible eithert
Good, but not great.
Pretty damn good
Extraordinary

catharine fulton
Alísa Kalyanova

SEQUENCES Art Festival is an annual
independently run festival, established in
Reykjavík in 2006 by four artist-run galleries.
Its aim is to produce and present progressive visual art with a special emphasis on
time-based art, such as performances, sonic
works, video art, art in public space, and to
create a cross-platform for these art forms.
The fifth Sequences Art Festival will be held
from April 1-10, 2011, and promises a range
of performances, happenings, discussions
and lectures, involving a number of Icelandic
and international artists. For further information visit www.sequences.is/.
Sequences will accept applications until
November 12. Please send your project
proposals to:
SEQUENCES / Nýlistasafnið
Skúlagata 28
101 Reykjavík Iceland
Deadline: November 12 2010.
AK

nasa/Austurvöllur

05.11./22:00

Datarock no
Retro Stefson is
Berndsen is
Fríkirkjan/Fríkirkjuvegur 5

06.11./20:00

Wildbirds &
Peacedrums se
Hjaltalin is
+ Schola Cantorum is
Venue/Tryggvagata 22

06.11./23:00

after party
Skatebård no

28.10.
—07.11.
2010

ting presents
direkt: nordic music
weekend in Reykjavík
04.—06.11.2010

in cooperation with

Norræn listahátíð
Nordisk kulturfestival
Reykjavík

tickets at

